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E d i t o r i a l
Steinerian theory-histhe word has never really cottoned on. Never quite educational ideas before they were put by others

stepped confidently with both feet onto the ground into practice—or at Waldorf praxis, we find that^ simply be its Greek body and soul are precepts that go hand in glove
ongm that is off-putting. We'll all resort to -Or it could just as well be 'soul and bodyt
elephantine if we are in a somewhat indulgent, psyche coming first in the Greek. Two world
chortling kind of mood. Or, given a bout of outlooks probably meet here, on opposite sides of
diarrhoea, 11 all go happily running to the an evolutionary watershed. But let us simply reach
dictionary if we need to spell it. And we'll glibly out to the hand-in-glove, everyday obviousness ofscatter-cushion words like phone, tele, autograph, the phrase as support for Steiner's perceiving the
economy and astronomical across our ever more two members of the human constitution as equally
snappily typed e-mmls. We might even take a bite important partners in the trinity of body, soul andat atuhroposophy if the spirit moves us. But spirit, especially when it comes to education where
psychosomatic! It's simply not your regular bodily health and psychological wholeness are
Olympic winner's cup of tea. Pentathlon-mspM, inseparable.he may well be tempted to meddle medal- Frequently we meet Steiner putting forward
nundedly with nandrolone, or dabble in forbidden those developmental stages that are seated in the
diur̂ cs if there's a weight problem. But however physical body as prompting some topic in thepsychosomatic his dope-taking action might curriculum. The respiratory/circulatory develop-
negatively be seen to be, ̂ e word itself would ment (maturation, one might even say) in the child
surely never cross his athletic mind. between 7 and 14 years is perhaps the most obviousSo much for Greek etymology. and most well known. But there are equally

Con^g closer to home, if we're doing in-depth fascinating other examples, such as theeducational research, the precept is bound to crop development of the muscles and limbs from which
up sooner or later. Notwithstanding, if it's not derives his recommending the study of mechanics
directly our Une of research, how will we view it? in Class 7. Following this line of Steiner's thought.
More of a clownish decoy, probably, than others, in researching the curriculum, have pointed
something to be taken serious note of. Or if we' re out the vital importance of the myelination process
skimming through the hterature, perhaps with a in the brain being supported by the narrating ofnew school prospectus in mind, and on the scout various mythologies in Classes 3-6, backed up by
for those Waldorf maxims we want to give movement and the arts, of course, and by
p̂ cular prominence to, the word might seem a imaginative ways of teaching more academicallybit of a vulture that looms and refuses to fly far pedestrian subjects, all of which protect the right
away, however much we shoo it off and however hemisphere of the brain at the onset of puberty (see
unattractive we feel it to be. Occasionally, the article by Paul King, 'Movement and
however, there are also those times when, severely Development', page 10).
faced with a child's behavioural problem, the adult Similarly, the so-called Waldorf curriculum
might take down the term from her shelf of dust- abounds in topics that have their prime
gathering conceptual pill-bottles, swallow a salt- educational source in psychological stages of
spoonful or two of the crunchy compound and development: fables in Class 2, round and canon
afterwards feel a little better able to cope. singing in Class 4, world geography in Classes 7

Coming still closer to home, lam not aware of the and 8, ancient history in Class 10... the list, plus
word being part of Steiner's voluminous explanations, would easily fill a couple of sizeable
vocabulary in the first place. QED? Well, yes, partly. tomes.
Buttheconceptof'body and soul in harmony'—or But though examples of curriculum topics
not: and we'll touch on that later—is as common to having psychosomatic implications are plentiful,
his fundamental educational ideas as ponds are in arguing the present case the Waldorf educator
common to water lilies. Indeed, without wishing to would probably be best advised to turn to^the
put the reader off, one could go a step further and classroom rather than to anything that smacks of a
extend the notion from twofold (psychosomatic) to printed 'syllabus'—the way (rather than the what)
t h r e e f o l d : i p i n Vo - p s y c h o s o m a t i c . t o t e a c h .

Looking at the Konferenzen, the meetings at heading of adapting one's teaching to the
which Steiner together with the ftist Waldorf autonomous needs of individual children—also
teachers discussed school matters of all kinds, one discussed in the present Steiner Education are:
finds a host of references to pedagogy. The (1) addressing groups of the class quite specifi-
meetings were not weekly—Stuttgart was some cally during the course of each lesson, while
distance from Steiner's home town, and weekly having the four temperaments in mind (see page
meetings there would have been overly time- 15,'And//ow Goliath Stamped: fashioning the
consuming for a busy man, even by today's temperament through story telling so that it
commuting standards. Despite this, they averaged becomes a useful tool', by Anne Tandree);one per month. Thus they present us with by far the (2) arranging learning support for chil̂ en in
most significant written record of how the 'theory' one sphere or another, where possible within the
worked ou t i n p rac t i ce . schoo l p rov is ion (see page 4 , 'D id We Mean

Three of the aspects of pedagogy that can be Them to Become the Jesters?'by Ann Swain),
discerned in the Konferenzen are as follows. It might seem a blatant contradiction whenever

Firstly, there is the universal value of teaching a Waldorf on the one hand puts so much emphasis on
subject in a particular way. Such a principle will the archetypal stages of child development and
always hold good, at least as long as Waldorf lasts. attributes so much of its practice and its success to
For example, at age c.6-8 the experience of water the seriousness with which it takes this aspect of
colour ('painting' in the curriculum) is best gained, education into account; while, on the other hand, it
Steiner encouraged, via a colour story. This has stresses its oveniding aim ofsupporting each child
been beautifully demonstrated recently in the in realising the full potential of his or her own
article 'Colour Stories' by Veronica Rees in Steiner individuality. Normally it's true: "You can't have
Education vol. 33 no. 2, in which she recounted your cake and eat it." But if we interpret the adage
s t o r i e s s h e t o l d i n C l a s s e s 1 a n d 2 . A w e a l t h o f s o t h a t t h e c a k e i s s e e n a s t h e w h a t o f t h e
children's paintings resulting from her stories were curriculum, and eating it designates how the cake
r e p r o d u c e d t h e r e i n c o l o u r. i s c o o k e d , s e r v e d a n d t h e n w a s h e d d o w n w i t h

Secondly, there is the way to teach a subject to a sparkling meal-time conversation, it might explain
particular class. For example, building in Class 3 how to succeed in both respects,
i s o n e o f t h e m o s t t r e a s u r e d m a i n - l e s s o n s i n t h e S t e i n e r s o m e t i m e s r e f e r r e d t o t h i s w h o l e

curriculum; yet it can be taught in a variety of ways, educational process as administering 'stones' or
each with its own valid rationale, and each with a 'bread'—a concept that may already have been
different starting point and entailing different familiar to him in his student days (see the article
practical experiences, depending on the nature of by David Wood 'Commemorating the Centenary
the class and the circumstances in which the school of Karl Julius Schroer—^Educationist and Teacher
is situated. This was well illustrated in the article of Rudolf Steiner', page 31). Clearly he was
'Building a Tipi'by David Tasker in the last issue thinking principally not of the curriculum (i.e.
of Steiner Education vol. 35 no. 1. whether the cook had dished up wheat or granite.

The third aspect of pedagogy has to do with ryeorgypsum,oatsormalachite...)butofthe/iow.
individual children. We can surely all remember However, given that the outcome is
those moments in our school career when a teacher psychologically beneficial, one can^ also rest
noticed a blank or quizzical look that crossed our assured that one is at the same time making a
face, causing him or her to pause and trawl over the positive contribution to the health (the somatic
point in question again, approaching it this time development) of each child. We can therefore see
from an angle which was more accommodating to in this a psychosomatic approach to education,
our particular psychology. Such pedagogy is part which presents itself neither as some caricature,
of the bread and butter of every good teacher's clowning behind our backs while we endeavour to
practice. Failure to master this dimension to keep a stem chalk face face, nor as a vulture staring
teaching could well be one of the underlying bleary eyed at us from its perch on the gaunt,
causes ofstress that the profession is prone to. (For lifeless branches of league-table driven
recently conducted research on 'Stress and the assessment. The approach is something that needs
Waldorf teacher: towards pre-emption through to lie at the heart of any education that seeks to
understanding' by Richard House, see page 36.) engender health and healing, and thus bring life-
Other approaches that Steiner explicitly or long vigour to the adult-to-be.
i m p l i c i t l y v a l u e d — f a l l i n g u n d e r t h e b r o a d B . M .
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Did We Mean Them to Become
the Jesters?
by ANN SWAIN

Is ihere more dyslexia nowadays, or are we just
more aware ol it than we used to be?"

This is one of the most commonly asked questions I
receive as a Learning Support teacher and one
whose answer seems to change as my understanding
of dyslexia changes.

it one is defining dyslexia as a pathology, a
learning disability, where those who are affected
master skills of symbolic language, (writing,
reading, speaking) only to a poor standard and with
tremendous difficulty, then there is a greater
prevalence of this condition in today's classrooms
than generations ago. But when we define it thus,
must we not take a great portion of responsibility for
its increase?

In the last hundred and fifty years, and in
predominately industrialised societies, edu
cational expectations have changed. We now expect
ail schoolchildren to attain proficiency in particular
and valued, albeit highly specialised, subjects.
These requirements are placed on every child
regardless of their gender, individual inclinations,
gifts or weaknesses. Whether their destiny calls
them to be farmers, social workers, jewellers,
research scientists or story tellers, we educate them
all by the same means, expecting the same degree of
competence in the same fields.

While this value of equality has made education
available to many who may not have had the
privilege in the past, it has also had a deleterious
effect on those children who may require other skills
for their lives, or who may perceive the world in a
fuller. 3-D wholeness than ilie predominantly linear
and language-based methods employed in
classrooms. The fact that we expect all our school
leavers to be fluent in reading, writing and computer
technology, compounded by the fact that wc
measure this proficiency by such narrow means,
leaves little room for the genius of the dyslexic child
to be experienced as anything other than a
humiliating handicap.

Many adult dyslexics report having spent their
t ime in fo rma l educa t i on i n a cons tan t s ta te o f
shame. Without knowing why they weren't
achieving, they began to hone the skills of

avoidance—evading being exposed by teachers or
peers, exposure that was certain to bring nothing but
humiliation. One dyslexic offers teachers insight by
sharing his experiences of school.

1 would try to compensate where possible by
absorbing information in other forms, but
mostly, as the pressure began to build. 1 had to
tall back on evasion, cheating and deceit.

Another child who had difficulty leiu'nlng the
material presented by her teacher nevertheless
learnt a great deal in school which would stand her
in good stead in later life. She learnt to cover up her
struggles and her misunderstandings in a way
familiar to all teachers, although few are able to read
it in its truth. She learnt to overreact and play the role
ofthe class clown.

The same boys and girls, who the previous
year had laughed at the freak, were now
laughing with the jester.

If we re-evaluale our definition of dyslexia to
encompass a wider, less pathology-based bias, then
perhaps the opening question, as to whether there is
more dyslexia today, would be answered
differently. Perhaps the answer to that question is
ruefully, "There aren't enough dyslexics and we are
greatly responsible."

Neuroanaiomic research has presented
remarkable findings regarding the brains of
dyslexics. Where most skulls house two
asymmetrical hemispheres (the left lobe being
usually considerably larger than the right), the
dyslexic subjects' brains presented two
hemispheres that were approximately equal in size.
A l b e r t G a l a b u r d a a n d a s s o c i a t e s a t H a r \ ' a r d
Medical School found the symmetrical brains of his
dyslexic subjects failed to lose as many neurons and
"failed to prune down the number of connections
between neurons and between hemispheres". This
difference predisposes one to less specialised and
perhaps less reliable means of carrying out tasks, but
allows heightened creativity, more mobility in
performing cognitive tasks, ability to perceive

holistically as well as greater innovativeness and
vibrant, imaginative capabilities. The known great
dyslexic personalities, such as Einstein. Faraday.
Tesla, Rodin. Picasso and Twain, may actually have
been great because of their dyslexia, rather than in
spite of it! "We are thus brought to the apparently
paradoxical notions that the very same
anomalies...that have led to the disability of
dyslexia in certain literate societies, also determine
superiority in some brains. We can, thus, speak of a
■pnlhology of superiority' without fear of being
contradictory!"

What then is a Steiner Waldorf special needs
teacher and how does our work manifest within the
context of the mainstream school? An essential first

step lies in correctly assessing any children who
may not be thriving within the group context. By
failing to recognise learning differences, teachers
run the risk of continually leading certain children
towards failure every moment of the school day.
Their frustration with their own powerlessness to
grasp what their peers seem to understand easily can
build and become a hugely destructive force.

A sobering research project conducted in a young
men's detention centre in Scotland, found that, in
contrast to the usual 10-15% incidence of dyslexia
within the 'normar population, there was a53% rate
within the very specific population of young male
offenders. These men described their frustration of

Four-fokl syntmelry: form drawing helps to
hitegnUe the child's relation to space and to
himself in space. A rotating form id 11 train

flexibility within space. The pupil will
thus ma.ster the correct orientation of

letters in space.

f e e l i n g ' t h i c k ' a n d
continually shamed in
.school. Being intelligent,
resourceful, but tragically
unguided. they found
challenges and respect
were to be found outside
t h e l a w.

By identifying children
with speciali.sed needs,
o u r i n t e n t , a s S t e i n e r
Waldorf learning support
teachers, is to meet them,
their genius and difficulty,
before they erroneously
a s s e s s t h e m . s e l v e s a s

stupid or unable. One
fourteen-year-old arrived

for his les,son with me after being assessed by an
educational psychologist the week before. In his
characteristically exuberant way he entered the
room and declared, "She says I'm dyslexic, 1 always
thought 1 was thick!" What a relief that label was for
him. He could begin to appreciate that he could
l e a r n .

At Michael Hall children are regularly screened
for possible learning differences.

Towards the end of Class 2 all the children make a
journey through their classroom, over mountains,
across rivers, through various trials and triumphs.
At this time we can assess the degree to which they
have co-ordinated their movement, the strength of
their balance, laterality, memory for sequences and
forms, sound discrimination and any compensatory
strategies which may already be in place. We
recognise that the foundations of literacy are in fact
the ABCs, but we translate that into, Attention,
Balance, Co-ordination. Without a sounds basis in
t h e s e , w e a s k t h e c h i l d r e n t o d o a l m o s t t h e
impossible if we expect them to sit still, attend to
seemingly abstract and meaningless sounds and
symbols, and be able to remember them tomorrow.

Class 4 is presented with another forrri of class-
wide a.ssessment. Here, by looking at the child's
performance in purely literacy tasks, we can see
where those with learning differences continue to
struggle and where they present as being in need of
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individual lessons. There are limes when perhaps
Ihe need for a irip lo the oplonielrist is indicated; or
we are fortunate to have the Toniaiis Centre nearby
in Lewes, where we can refer children for a full
listening assessment. A simple solution is
sometimes ea.sy to bring about, but without the full
class screenings a child could be struggling alone.

Further class screenings are more for the sake of
assessing progress than determining which children
have special needs, until the pupils prepare for their
GCSEs and through an assessment they may be
granted special exam provisions.

Once a child has been assessed it is often seen that
one to one learning support lessons are
recommended. Steiner Waldorf learning support is
not about coaching in literacy and numeracy. Were
it that we would most likely be compounding the
Irustration these children experience. It is to do with
finding out how these children perceive their world
and tailoring the lessons to their ptulicuUu" language
of learning. Anthroposophy describes how the child
spends roughly its first 6-7 years building up and
permeating its physical body. By the time the child
enters Class 1 she has entered fully into her body,
moved into every nook and cranny, grown
acquainted and adept with movement in the
physical world. If this progression, which moves
from head to toe, has been complete, all that went
into building capacities of movement is no longer
needed for that purpose. Those forces are now
liberated to be used to develop cognitive faculties of
imagination, logical thinking and memory. In some
cases of dyslexia, children present as not being at
home in their bodies. Traits of infancy linger on and
interfere with the child's ability to focus on the more
cognitive tasks that are demanded of them in school.
The first four senses, namely touch (tactile),
movement (proprioception/kinaesthetic sense),
balance (vestibular), and life (visceral) remain
poorly developed and must be tuned and integrated
before we can expect these children to master the
tools of symbolic language and numeracy. All
educators know the importance of multi-sensory
teaching. For children with specific learning
differences it is even more essential. Tools we have,
such as form drawing and movement exercises, help
the child find her place in space, between right and
left, behind and before, above and below. A lesson
that focuses on feeding the child's senses of
movement, touch, seeing, hearing, and even taste,
while tuning her balance will make the task of
acquiring all the many skills of literacy (speech,
sequential expression, articulation, handwriting,
spelling, punctuation, reading etc.) something the

child can have confidence in. The particular
relationship that arise.s between the special needs
teacher and the child is an exceptional one. and one
in which the child's sen,se of self worth and sense of
belonging to this, sometimes exu-emely, confusing
world can grow strong and can, in turn, open new
ways of beholding for the child. She can learn how
she learns, and eventually lake hold of capacities
herself. She can learn how to anticipate those
moments of confusion; she can learn lo keep her
balance. She can begin to perceive the gifts she
possesses as strengths and learn to rely on her
powers of creative thinking without any longer
having, as her only voice, the voice of the jester.

Ann Swain i.s a Learning Siippori Teacher at
Michael Hall and a co-founder of the Steiner
Waldoif Dyslexia Association (SWDA).
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The Waldorf College Project
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Samples of writing: (above—age U.2 )\Vhat this pupil
wnne and what he read back—T'ln a lot more clever
when I'm happy andean come up with good ideas. 'He
nevertheless expresses some insight-fdiedgems of self
knowledge.
(below—age 14.0) A familiar .statement fnnn many
dyslexic.s. Note the interchanging of 'word' and
'workand thefrustration of taking a long lime to .sort
something out while the whole class is moving on.

Experiential education for ages 16 to 19
by AMANDA LABRON

The Waldorl College Project stiuled with a small
group of twelve students in September 2000 in Stroud.
Gloucestershire. Prior to this, however, much
groundwork hud been done by the Parent Steering
Group and the dedicated group of young people who
showed enthusiasm tmd deteniiinalion lo become
pioneers in a new Ibnii of education. Members of the
steering group which fomied share a common
background as teachers within the Waldorf school
movement both here and abroad. They also share a
common desire to look at new ways of working with
the Waldorf curriculum outside the Waldorf school.

There is a significant group of Waldorf students
from age 16 onwards who no longer feel comfortable
within the Upper School selling. This is a world wide
phenomenon which raises a question worth a.sking. Is
it linked to the compromises which need to be made lo
the Waldorf curriculum in order to meet the extemal
examinations for university entrance? The young
people ask that we recognise their changing needs in a
changing world. They also ask for a new relationship
to their tutors, one which goes furtlier in recognising

A modelling .session at the Waldorf College
Project, Stroud. Gloucestershire.

"3Z l i f j
■ ■

L a 3 y - i a ^ i ' / ' - . t j 1 ^ .

their emerging poteniial for .self determination.
The Waldorl"College Project formed us a re.search

project which has the freedom of being outside an
established school structure. U hopes to research the
question of the educational needs of young people
between the ages of 16 and 19 in a way which can be
shared and thus further the development of Waldorf
education into the 2lsi century. It wa.s fell that a
'college' style of education would best suit this
project. The site available was ideal in a beautiful Luid
prominent building, Tlie Centre for Science and Art.
which was already housing a number of initiatives for
adult education.

Prior lo the commencement of the College the
group engaged a local facilitator to lead them in a
series of Search Conference workshops in which
adults and students worked creatively together
developing the college idea. The process engaged
them in the creation of two imaginative pictures.

1 / Our desired future—how would we like to see the
world in 7 years?

2/The probable future—what we're likely to see in
7 years.

From the desired future picture the group was then
able to work backwards. The question was asked:
What capacities tuid skills would one need in order to
create such a future? From there it was possible for the
steering group and the student group lo work together,
creating an educational facility to develop llie
capacities and skills the young people had themselves
decided they needed.

As an adult involved in this proce.ss I felt
continually impressed by the insight and wisdom
which shone through the young people. It confirmed
for me that we had the potential for a successful and
.significant research into new ways of engaging young
people in their own education. This is the key. Student̂
n e e d t o ' o w n ' t h e i r e d u c a t i o n a l p r o c e s s .

expressed this as having the freedom to take up
responsibility. They also realised that they needed
courage to go forward into creating an education
which doesn't yet exist.

The truth is that in this step there is much which is
already deeply educational. Their will has been fired.
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They already liad a coiiviciion ihey iire capable of
making a difference, lliey can lake their part in
ci-eating ihe future. In fact some of the identified
capacities and skills were already emerging. The
students have been documenting this experience of
the creation of the college, as an ongoing project. This
will no doubt be invaluable research material for other
educational initiatives whilst also becoming a part of
the student profile, a record of the work done at
College.

The students work on thematic projects which take
up the subject to be explored experientiaily luid
practically. The thought processes are engaged during
the daily reflection and the written documentation
which accompanies the project work. The college is
working together with the Open College Network
(OCN) developing criteria to accompany each project
which will provide an important accreditation route to
higher education in the future. This gives the college
the advantage of accrediting its own curriculum
without sacrificing time to an examination system.

Ongoing literacy and numeracy skills lessons also
take place along with a craft programme which
continues as a backbone within the structure of the
changing thematic projects. There is a weekly review
session which provides the necessary forum for
communication between tutors and students. Students
also conduct their own meetings to address social,
domestic and management issues.

Learning life skills through participatory
m a n a g e m e n t
Another of the fundamental concepts within the
college is that of a participatory management structure
where students learn through first-hand experience
how to problem solve, chair a meeting, handle
finances, accounting and budgeting, plan study
courses and be mindful of cleaning and maintaining
the space. Apart from the obvious skills gained in
t h e s e a c t i v i t i e s i t c o n t r i b u t e s t o t h e s e n s e o f

empowerment and ownership of learning. As co-
creators of their college it immediately shifts the
responsibility into a shared one. The students soon
realised this places greater demands and challenges to
their maturity and a level needed to be found which
d i d n ' t o v e r e s t i m a t e t h e i r a b i l i t i e s . S k i l l s i n
communication and human relations are highlighted.
However their self esteem is strong as they work in an
environment where their views are listened to and

incorporated into the college.
The Waldorf College FYoject has made a positive

start. As in any new venture it is necessary to
constantly review and adjust according to the
experience of what works. The student group in this

first year have all previously been Waldorf school
students. Naturally this means there is a good
foundation in developing a course which requires a
high level of self determination and a creative will to
w o r k .

How does the college work with the Waldorf
curriculum, one might ask? Whilst it is tme that the
relationship to the existing Waldorf curriculum is a
freely interpreted one, it does exist. Whereas not every
subject will be covered which one encounters in a
school, particular themes can be identified a.s
fundamental to this age (years 11 and 12). Take the
Parsifal theme, where it is quite possible to work this
story experientiaily—say through .story telling. It also
can be found to be underlying the year. The students
are encouraged to identify and develop their learning
quest and take up an individual project which involves
learning to research. The freedom to choose the topic
they wish to follow gives the opportunity for them to
deeply engai>e their will i n a sui5ject they love.

The college is fortunate to have a co-ordinating
tutor with a strong background in teaching in the
Upper School and a deep commitment to the
experiential approach to education. As the only full-
time staff member his role is to co-ordinate the part-
time tutors and incoming project leaders, ensuring
there is integration across the multi-disciplinary
contributions to a project.

Thematic projects
The muUi-disciplimuy approach is taken in all
thematic projects. For example, a project based on
chemistry works with the connections between
chemistry and music through the number relationship
between atomic weights tmd the musical intervals. By
working the scientific and the artistic together, the
project topic is enlivened and the living connections
between all things become apparent. Another project
combined the appreciation and writing of poetry with
the making of dramatic masks. The mask-making
opened the way to a theme of personal identity. Our
experience has shown the students are engaged with a
healthy enthusiasm when the craft work, art, drama or
music are integrated in a related way to thematic
projects. Another important principle is developing
sustainable culture which is one of the tenets in the

college curriculum,

Journeying
In the Spring term the students will take a journey into
the Sinai Desert. This is a landscape of astonishing
colour and dramatic form in which remarkable .stories
have taken place. It is the land of the Buming Bush,
The Exodus and The Tab le ts o f S tone .

Thi.s journey provides an opportunity to study three
world religions. Mohammed, Moses and Christ lived
and journeyed in the wilderness in this part of the
world. Prior to the actual journey, a study of
comparative religion will combine with artistic work
in the crafts of stained glass and mosaic. Further
siudie.s will include history of the Middle East and
survival skills. Here again we can link to the
underlying theme of the grail which involves both
outer and inner journeying. We won't need to 'teach'
this link: it will arise as a natural outcome of the

experiences of the journey. It will probably be more
important to give space to allow their own questioning
to reverberate as they u-avel with the traditionally
nomadic Bedouin people, sleep on Mt. Sinai and arise
before sunrise to climb down the mountain to attend a
service in St Catherine's Monastery in the desert. The
students have undertaken to find paid work to raise the
funds for this trip.

Nehvorking the local and the global
The project tutors will often be professionals who are
active in their field. Their teaching comes directly
from a contemporary and practical application of a
subject. The students benefit from working with
someone whose source of inspiration comes from
years of working in a particular field. It enables the
college to network the talent in the local community.
Aschool is comparatively more self-contained within
its community.

The college also invites visiting overseas lecturers

Students amongst the awe-inspiring landscape of the Sinai.

and professionals in to conduct workshops when the
opportunity arises. A visiting leading French scientist,
for example, shared the story of his research into the
'memory of water'. This process involved the
homeopathic imprinting of conventional drugs and
showed results which were highly controversial
revelations to the scientific community and the dmg
companies. He spoke as an ethical scientist who stood
firm against ostracizalion by those who didn't want
these resu l ts known.

Networking the local and the global is one of the
keys which brings a dynamic, contemporary element
into the work of the college. The suiicture of the
college includes this flow in and out between the
centre (student) and the periphery (community). The
education is not in isolation from the world but has an

ongoing lively flow built through the field of work.

Amanda Labron is a member ofthe steering group for
the Waldoif College Project. She and her husbaiid
were involved in the founding years of the Annidale
Waldo)f School in Australia where Amanda an
early childhood teacher for eight years. She has been
training in the UK as an artistic therapist.
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Movement and Development
by PAUL KING
The chances are high that you drive a car. If so, can
you remember what you were thinking about the last
time you got in and drove off? —what you needed
from the supermarket, the finishing touches to your
lesson plan, some family matter? What you were not
thinking about, I'd wager, was the actual mechanics
of what you were doing—co-ordinating hand and
foot to change gear, synchronising the feet to come
to a stop, the degree of turn needed to negotiate the
bend, all the minutiae of getting from A to B in a car.

Now think back to your first driving lesson. Do
you recall what was uppermost in your mind? Not
the bank manager, or who would win the 4 o'clock,
or whether you'd remembered to pay the milkman.
Your mind was one hundred percent focused on
hands and feet and the new procedures of driving.
On movement .

Between that first lesson and now there is a vast
difference in the ratio of movement to awareness
while you drive. By now you have attained a high
degree of automaticity; you can drive without
thinking about it. This is mastery of movement for a
particular task. Put as a formula, we could say:
mastery of movement = skill.

This allusion to learning to drive is an example in
miniature of the process involved in the mastery of
all movement, or all skill. On the greater scale of full
human development, movement is the basis of
almost all other development. Steiner names the
three great achievements of early childhood as
walking, speaking and thinking. I take 'walking'
here to be a kind of abbreviated term for a
breathtaking array of more foundational and
primary movement developments that must be
mastered before walking is possible. These
developments move from head to foot. At first the
infant is a sea of instinctive unskilled movement—
the tight-fisted little arms flailing haphazardly, the
weightless legs kicking and prodding the air, facial
muscles moving through a random repertoire of
expressions. Gradually, this changes. The child
gains control of eye muscles and directs its gaze, the
neck muscles are mastered and the child can turn
and then lifts its head, gradually the arms can reach
out and the hands grasp things. The child sits,
crawls, stands, balances, and finally walks. This
process has gone in two directions: from head to
foot, and from the centre to the finger- and toe-tips
(the so-called cephalo-caudal and proximo-distal

principles), and walking is the end achievement. We
could say that 'walking' denotes a certain degree of
maturation of the gross motor (or large-limb)
development.

This initial body of gross motor skills is further
elaborated and refined. The finer movements of
fingers and toes (the 'tips') are worked on. Nuances
of feeling now flit expressively across the facial
muscles, and the delicate and subtle movements of
speech from larynx to lip are mastered. Steiner's
term 'speaking' is again a kind of shorthand for this
wider development of the fine lacework of
movement, the so-called fine-motor control, which
culminates in speech.

Walking and speaking are the developmental
basis for thinking. 'Thinking' here, from a
pedagogical point of view, can be said to be learning
at school. The class-one child is only ready for
thinking if its 'walking' and 'speaking' phases have
been fully and soundly traversed.

Closely interwoven with this motor developmentis a sensory development. In the very young child
this also follows a foundational progression. As one
researcher puts it: "...the motor system has
developed a certain body of information before the
perceptual system begins its course of development.
The motor system is not complete in its
development, but an initial body of information has
begun to be built up."' As the child incarnates and
takes hold of its body, it is not surprising that the first
senses to come into play here are the 'bodily' senses,
the senses of touch, movement (or kinaesthetic
sense) and of the well-being or otherwise of the
body's physiological life processes. Later the sense
of sight and sound are integrated. "Perceptual
learnings thus come to depend upon prior motor
learnings as a foundation."'

It is important to note that this perceptual and
kinaesthetic development needs to come to a certain
maturity before formal learning can take place
healthily. Another researcher states what has always
been known in Steiner education: "Sensory-motor
interaction provides the groundwork for later
cognitive functions. It may look as though the child
at play is not learning anything, but actually he is
learning something very basic, he is learning how tô
learn."' It is therefore very important that this
'sensory-motor' phase be allowed to complete itself
without interference—interference being any kind

of formal teaching. Motor development closely
allied to sensory development forms and configures
the brain and prepares it for 'thinking'. "Asking the
kindergarten child to leam reading before his brain
is ready for this task will not only be unproductive,
but also take the child away from sensory-motor
activities that his brain needs now in order to leam
reading at a later age."(! y The child requires at least
six years to complete the sensory-motor phase, the
outward sign of which is the change of teeth. At birth
the child has a new body full of inherited tendencies
which must be overcome to a certain extent in order
to make the bodily vehicle as good an expression of
the child's individuality and intentions as possible.
The muscles must be mastered and the organs subtly
sculpted to the individual blueprint. This is an
enormous task requiring a huge input of albeit
unconscious vital energy. Subjecting the child to
formal teaching in this phase siphons that vital
energy away from all-important 'body-work' to
mental work, leaving the sensory-motor system and
the intemal organs incompletely developed and
weakly founded. Surely this is child abuse of the
first order!

Problems in motor development can also lead to
leaming difficulties'of various kinds. When one
looks into a situation of a child with specific
leaming difficulties of a dyslexic or arithmetic type,
one almost invariably finds a movement problem.
Parents are often surprised about this: "But he is
such a wizard on the sports field." The child can
indeed be very able at sports, but that is not the type
of movement in question. Ask that child, for
example, to hop along a hopscotch track, or in a
sequence of right foot, right foot, left foot, right,
right, left etc. and they will get confused. Ask them
to step and clap in a certain sequence (e.g. 1 clap, 6
steps, 2 claps, 5 steps, 3 claps, 4 steps etc.) and they
can lose the sequence almost immediately. A good
deal of this has to do with sequencing, but all
sequence is movement in time and/or space. This
serves to underline the importance of a solid
kinaesthetic base for healthy leaming.

Traditionally children built up their movement
skills by playing games of mnning, climbing,
balancing, hopping, skipping, aiming, throwing,
and catching—ranging from the large movement
level of hopping and ball games, to fine motor skills
such as marbles and cat's cradle. Also, physical
work at home, indoors and out, contributed to these
ski l ls. In our civi l isat ion where we travel on an

unprecedented scale, we paradoxically move much
less. Locked into computer games, slumped in front
of the TV, taken everywhere by car, much of their

manual work done by machines, appliances and
gadgets of all kinds requiring no more dexterity than
the pushing of a button, children too move a great
deal less. The consequences of this are encountered
in the classroom.

An experienced teacher once told me that in his
first class he had twenty healthy children and four
with leaming difficulties. In his second class he had
four healthy children and twenty with leaming
difficulties. There are obviously any number of
factors that play into this, and movement, or more
precisely the healthy and complete development of
the motor-sensory phase, is a major one. This is
particularly emphasised by Steiner in connection
w i t h d i f fi c u l t i e s i n a r i t h m e t i c : " T h e b a s i s o f
arithmetic is one's own will-filled movement, the
sense of movement."'

It is probably accurate, and certainly would do no
harm to assume that children who come to Waldorf
schools in Class 1 nowadays do not have a fiilly
completed sensory-motor phase. All tme education
needs to be therapeutic, and movement can be a
particularly efficacious remedy in the classroom.
Movement exercise can be used to improve the
child's body image, handwriting, ability at
arithmetic, even to conceptualise. All the children
would benefit.

So what can one do?
The following are some movement exercises I

have found to be e f fec t i ve and workab le in a
classroom situation with classes ranging from Class
1 to Class 4. They cover a range of motor skills, and
include body image and spatial development. They
are just a few suggestions; the possibilities are
endless.

For gross motor
Stepping and clapping in a variety of sequences. In
Class 1 this could be used in leaming the^ables e.g.
to step while counting up to 30. Step on every
number but also clap the multiples of 3. Variation 1:
only say the multiples of 3 aloud. Inwardly the
children count every number, but outwardly you
hear: step, step 'three!', step, step 'six!', step, step
'nine!' etc. Variation 2: say all the numbers except
the multiples of three. Other variations: stand on the
clapping numbers i.e. come to a stop for that one
number (this has a strong awakening effect); take a
st^ backwards on the multiples of 3. In Class 2 you
can step to, say, the count of 4 and clap on the 1, then
on the 2, then on the 3, then on the 4, then the 1 again
and so on but so that the underlined numbers are

clapped: 123 4; 123 4; 123 4; 1234 etc. This can
be increased to a sequence of seven numbers in
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Moveiucni in morning ring
time in the Kindergnrien.
Riga (left).

C l a s s 3 a n d s i m i l a r
v a r i a t i o n s i n t r o d u c e d .
Even more complicated is
a sequence that transforms
7 steps into 7 claps (on the
spot i.e. not stepping) and
b a c k a g a i n ( n o n -
u n d e r l i n e d n u m b e r s a r e

steps, underlined numbers
are claps): 1 234567:12
3 4 5 6 7 ; i 2 3 4 5 6 7 : a n d
so on until you get to seven
claps (1 2 3 4 5 6 71: now
back again with six claps
and one step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7:
and so on until you are
back at seven steps again.
Such exercises are very
e f f e c t i v e f o r c o n c e n
t r a t i o n ! A s a v a r i a t i o n ,
i ns tead o f o r as we l l as

clapping, the children step
backwards on the "clap'
places. Holding rods or beanbags, move the rod in
front of the body for forward steps and behind the
body for backward steps. As the teacher, tap out the
beat with two sticks, on a tambourine or whatever.
For children who find this very difficult it is good to
break the exercise into bite-size portions. Stop them
at the end of each seven-sequence and ask them to
tell you what comes next. When they are clear let

During 'creativeplay'
exenising balance, one of the
so-called bodily .sense.s
(centre).
Photos: Ligita Gaile.

them do it, and stop them
again, ask them for the next
sequence, and so on. This
stopping has an awakening

effect, but it is only
preparatory, the goal
is that they should
e v e n t u a l l y d o i t
without stopping.

Walking a triangle
Starting with one
child at each comer of
the tr iangle, the
c h i l d r e n w a l k t h e
form to the count of
three, taking two
steps on 1 and 2 and
then a jump on 3 to the
end-point and turn
ready for the next
side. This can then be
done to the 3 - t imes
t a b l e , m u m o n t h e
first two steps and
c a l l i n g o u t t h e
multiple of 3 on the
jump. Depending on
space, two or three
triangles can be done
a t o n c e , t h u s

involving six or nine
children at a time. The same can be done on a square,
four children at a time, with tliree steps and a jump,
using the 4-times table. An older class could also
walk a pentagram.

Chinese skipping
An old playground game, jumping over two parallel
lengths of knicker elastic fixed around the ankles of

two friends—or chair legs. Children jump from side
to side, land with both feel inside, both feet outside,
turn about, and both teet on the elastic. We used a
rhyme that starts Ingle angle .silver bangle... With
enough elastic and some children acting as elastic
anchors, the whole class is engaged. After a
successful completion of the sequence the elastic is
raised a little higher.

Beanbags
These are wonderful for learning all sorts of
.sequences such as days of the week, months, tables.
The bag can be passed round one's own waist, over
the head, under a leg, to a partner, in front of one or
a neighbour at the side. Children can stand in two
concentric circles, the inner circle facing out. outer
circle facing in and everyone thus facing a partner.
A sequence is done, then everyone takes a step to the
right to a new partner, and the sequence is repeated.
Two favourite exercises went as follows:

1) Children in two concentric circles as described
above, each facing a partner. The person opposite is
the partner, the person on one's right is the
neighbour. This involves giving and receiving, and
the partners change after each sequence.

the sun sees me. )

I see the moon. )

M o v e m e n t s / A c t i o n s
—With right hand pass beanbag
into partner's left hand, holding
your own hand out to receive.
—Pass beanbag from your LH to
yourRH.
—With RH pass beanbag into right
neighbour's LH, holding out your
LH to receive.
—Pass beanbag from your LH to
yourRH.
—With RH pass beanbag into
partner's LH.
—Pass beanbag from your LH to
yourRH.
—With RH pass over your head and
give to LH. at the same time
stepping with right foot to the right.
—Lower LH and pass beanbag
from your LH to your RH, bringing
left foot together with right foot—at
which point you should be facing a
new partner.

2) The same positions as for the above exercise:

I see the sun, ) For every T and 'me' the

R h y m e

P a r t n e r

good morning:

Neighbour

good day.

P a r t n e r

good morning:

We'll up

and away.

beanbag goes round the waist:
For each 'sun ' , "moon' and
'star" the beanbag goes over
the head.

For both times that 'you' is
said, the beanbag is passed to
partner.

the moon sees me.)
1 see my star, )
my star sees me. )
1 s e e y o u , )
and you see me. )

Drawing with the feet
Simple forms such as semicircles, circles and
triangles. This can be done with a penci 1 between the

Rodexetvises: before andafterlettinggoandcatching
the rod in 'the waterfall'—see article on p. 19.
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toes on paper taped to a board, or with a stick in a
smoothed sandpit. Steiner recommends this
especially for poor handwriting: "It would be
enough if one got the children who have bad
handwriting to draw very simple forms with their
feet. This works back powerfully on the head."̂

Folk dancing
This can be done very simply, the desks having been
pushed back or stacked, just with singing and a
tambourine, or with a recorder. By Class 3, the
children can learn new dances just from hearing
them called i.e. 'right-hand star', 'promenade your
partner', 'do-si-do'your partner etc.

F o r fi n e m o t o r

Finger games and exercises of all descriptions. Let
the diildren tap the thumb with each finger three
times each, then twice, then once. Do left, and right
hand, both hands, with eyes shut, with hand behind
the back. Let them slide their thumbs around each
finger a few times as though unwinding an
imaginary thread around the finger. This is best done
rhythmically, at different tempi, also with eyes shut.
Use traditional rhymes or, best of all, find
appropriate images and make up a rhyme for it. A
sequence of cat's cradle done to something like incy
wincy spider, climbing up the spout could do the
trick! Finger puppet sequences and dances done to
music or rhyme.

Body image
For children who are weak conceptually, Steiner
gave body image exercises: "...basic exercise so that
they must think by means of their own body. With
your right middle finger touch your left shoulder.
They must think these things through by means of
their own body." This can be done quite simply with
Class 1. "With your right hand touch your left
ankle," and become more complicated e.g. "With
the knuckle of your right index finger touch your
right earlobe." This exercise can finish with a game
of Simon Says.

Spatial orientation
This can be done on a large scale in a cleared space,
or just behind the desks. Say: "Turn to the left and
take one step backwards," or "Take one step to the
right and turn left twice." One can increase the
number of instructions so that i t also becomes a

memory exercise. For the young children it is often
not clear that once they have turned left they now
have a new left. When you're facing the board, 'left'
is the wall side, but when you've turned to the wall.

'left' is now the window side. They have to grasp
'left' from their own body orientation. The 'floor
circles' described in Dafydd Griffiths' article in
Steiner Education vol. 34 no. 1 would also work
excellently in this area.'

Such exercises are inordinately difficult to
describe and even harder to visualise from the
written word. But three principles can be helpful to
follow. Firstly, begin gross and get finer. Secondly,
accompany the movement as much as possible with
rhythm i.e. use short rhymes and poems or the times-
tables, which the children recite while moving, or
tap a tambourine or two sticks together. (Getting the
children to speak the rhymes helps to get the
movement more into the unconscious and 'skilled'
level. Almost invariably it is the children with
difficulties who tend to stop speaking.) And thirdly,
a good eurythmy therapy principle: get fast slowly,
then slow down quickly. Finish on a slow, peaceful
note. Such exercises harmonise the children and
prepare them for the lesson. They can also help to
counteract the forces of inertia that are so palpable
in our technified, mechanised, digitalised society.
These forces are harmful but necessary. Indeed, in
many ways we can be grateful for them. But they are
most harmful in the young child whose
development is subtly lamed by them if they are not
counteracted. The strongest means at our disposal
for this counteraction is art in all its forms, and in the
younger primary (Lower School) child, so alive in
its limbs, artistic movement (be it as movement
games, rhythmic movement, dancing or, most
powerfully, eurythmy) is a vital component in a
modem art of education.

Paul King is Class One teacher at Michael Oak, one
of the established schools in the Western Cape,
South Africa, where Waldorf education is thriving in
a variety of multi-ethnic settings.
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"And How Goliath Stamped..."
Fashioning the temperament through story telling so that it becomes a useful
t o o l

byANNETANDREE
Economy in teaching
Balancing my attention between the individual
children and the whole class was one of the
first challenges that I met in my first teaching
experience.

I found myself sucked into situations with one
child and then another, and 1 would spend endless
time in preparation at night thinking of these
particular children. The more 1 tried to concentrate on
the individuals and tried to 'solve' problems, the more
little individuals reared their heads and demanded my
undivided attention. I was losing the class. 1 needed to
find a way to address the class as a whole while giving
each individual child the sense that they were being
recognised. A colleague suggested that 1 look at the
children's temperaments and that 1 consciously
address each temperament group in some individual
way every day, even better every lesson.

Why the temperaments?
As some of the readers may already know, Rudolf
Steiner gave many indications, to teachers
especially, about the four temperaments which can
be observed in children. In the 2nd Chapter of his
Discussions with Teachers, Steiner responds to a
question about a drawing lesson, with the following:
"Here our work of individualising begins. We have
said that we can divide the children according to
temperament. In the larger groups the children can
all take part in the general drawing lesson, but by
dividing them up into smaller groups we can
individualise to some extent... You will be able to
differentiate by your choice of forms, by taking
forms with straight lines."

A knowledge of the children's temperaments will
enab le t he t eache r t o l ea rn how to t each t he
indiv idual ch i ld .

Another quote from the same publication (p. 12)
w i l l r e m i n d u s w h a t t h e s e d i f f e r e n c e s i n t h e

temperaments are based on:

In Spiritual Science we consider the human
being from various points of view [particularly]
the ego, astral body, etheric body and physical
body. Now in an ideal man the harmony pre

destined by the cosmic plan could quite
naturally hold sway between these four
principles of the human being. But in reality this
is not the case with any one person. From this it
can be seen that the human being, when he is
given over to the physical plane, is not really
complete, but that education and teaching
would serve to make a complete man of him
One of the four elements preponderates in each
child, and education and teaching must bring
about the harmonising of these four principles.

If the ego preponderates... [in the child], we
have the melancholic temperament. If the astral
body preponderates, we have the choleric
temperament. If the etheric preponderates, we
have the sanguine temperament. If the physical
body preponderates, we have the phlegmatic
temperament .

Frequently there is more than one temperament
within one person. Most people share a bit of all four.
And it is important to keep this in mind when we
focus on each temperament at a time for the sake of
clarity. It is still helpful to observe whether a child
has a dominant temperament, for this will show his
or her particular tendency to one-sidedness.

Having taught for some years and having had
many interesting talks with colleagues I think it is
important to say at this point, that in the 21st century
this working with temperaments and identifying of
children's temperaments is much more difficult Aan
when I started teaching. The influences on the
children which affect their behaviour and even their
physical body—such as bad diet, overdose of media,
lack of rhythm in their daily lives, even maybe
different beginnings of life—cloud the picture we try
to make. Nevertheless, although coming to simple
conclusions may be more arduous nowadays, careful
observation will eventually highlight one particular
aspect of a child which can be helped through his/her
temperament being addressed.

There are many publications, some by Steiner and
others by teachers who have worked with the
temperaments in their own particular field. Not
wishing to repeat all that has been said and can be
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found in these excellent Liooks (see Bibliogtaphy). 1
will endeavour to try and give a useful foundation on
which any beginner can sttirt to build.

The most important aspect to remember is that this
knowledge of the temperament must be a developing
wisdom and become an •instinctive" tool in the
activity of teaching. Applying it as dogma will end
with the child not responding to a constricting label:
m fact children often rebel under the yoke of
dogmatic teaching.

Working with the temperaments in story-telling
Children from different temperaments can help each
other to complete a picture. The teacher'.s role is to
give the children the possibility to reflect back to the
others their experience of a story. But before this the
children need to feel that the teacher has prepared the
lesson with them in mind. The children wait
expectantly maybe in complete silence, but their
inner being is reaching out for the beam which is just
for them, the colour that speaks to their soul, it
envelops them in a feeling of warmth of recognition
and is the beginning of their process of
transformation of the content given by the teacher.
This process is one of individualising and
transforming the content into new skills.

Steiner also recommends that we allow children of
the same temperament to influence each other in
order to lone down their temperament e.g. by sitting
them together in the classroom.

In Discussions with Teachers Steiner"s work with
the teachers on the art of story telling is described and
there he pays particular attention to the different
ways language can be used to involve children from
all four temperaments.

negat ive c l iches about a
temperament, it is my experience
that talking about food need not
appeal simply to the greedy aspect
of a child, but can be used to bring
out the importance of feeling well
in one"s physical body, and
especially how it may, in this case,
influence the outcome of a battle.
In the story it may also be possible
to describe how well the parents
of the tribe were looking after the
young ones who were scared of
the noise and the preparation for

Contrasting temperaments
coming to expression in Class 3
weaving.

In a summary we could say that the following
areas can be varied according to the temperament
you are addressing:

" The content of the story
• The pilch of the voice
• The rhytlim of the speech
• The speed of the telling
• The gestures accompanying the telling

The content of the story
The choice of a particular story may be made with
one particular temperament in mind.

In Class 3 you are telling the story of David and
Goliath and many cholerics sit up expectantly at the
thought of this battle. They admire David's
fearlessness. Tliey show little compassion for the
defeated. They sympathise with that particular way
of solving problems. They wish that teachers and
parents would allow them to fight to solve their
problems. Most children of this age love this story,
and there is plenty of scope for retelling and acting
this out the next day.

The sanguines in the front of the class will be quite
restless in their excitement and the teacher can
address them at the beginning by describing the
activities in both camps: the details and the hustle
and bustle, especially if you tell it from the point of
view of a child being sent everywhere to run errands
for David or for Goliath. The colours and the smells
will capture the sanguines' attention and will give
others the chance to dream into the story as they will
take longer to become interested.

For the phlegmatics it is always suggested that
food should be mentioned; and without sliding into

the great duel. Phlegmatic children are often the ones
who help the class teacher make sure that every child
is feeling cared for.

This particular story may not appeal at all to the
melancholies, they might dislike the confusion and
the heroism involving violence. The Old Testament
doesn i readily inspire compassion. They will need
you to provide an entrance for them, through their
ability to empathise with suffering, especially the
suffering of the down-trodden. A little introduction
about David's childhood, leading up to the battle and
imagining how David fell the night before will help
these children identify with him by recognising the
fear or the loneliness and the sense of responsibility.
This is also particularly pertinent for children in their
ninth or tenth year: they often start to experience feaj-
and loneliness and particularly melancholic children
lend to take responsibility for the problems that they
s e e a r o u n d t h e m .

The pitch of the voice
As you can imagine a class of young children
is very sensitive to the human voice; it makes a deep
impression on them and teachers must be aware of
this as it is their basic teaching tool, especially in
Steiner schools where there is little use of electronic

equipment and infomiaiion technology. A teacher
with a constantly high-pitched voice will tend to
make children nervous and restless; the opposite
may be quite restful but may be soporific. By doing
speech exercises, by growing aware of one's voice, it
is possible to use it as a pedagogical tool.

In the above story it would be appropriate to vary
the pitch used very slightly without making a
caricature of any of the characters. It is certain that
Goliath will have a tremendous roaring voice and the
teacher's chest capacity must grow just for this, but
when David speaks he will be clear but quite soft; if
one could imagine speaking more from the forehead
for Dav id and more f rom the s tomach fo r Go l ia th the

right result might be achieved.
Varying pitch should be used with subtlety. It will,

however, be wonderful the next day when you ask
the children to come up in front to act ptuls of the
story to sec a child puff up his chest and give a
goliaihan mighty roar. Another child of a less
choleric nature may enjoy acting out the gesture of
preci.sion of David's catapult—in total silence!

The rhythm of speech
! have already mentioned how to focus the sanguine
children at the beginning of the story tltrough the
description. It will be appropriate to speak in short
words and quite briskly to describe the child (in the

sloiyO as he rushes arouitd watching ail the preparations.
When the fight is about to begin, a mood of

ceremony can be created by talking slower and
emphasising the consonants. The cholerics will
enjoy the strength of the sounds. These act as a
fomiing force on them.

How can some of the ordinary aspects ol" life be
portrayed for the phlegmatics to enjoy? A fluidity in
the speech will re.sonate well with them and they will
strain slightly forward if you speak softer and allow
the vowels to sound out. There is no need to rush this
part of the story. Let the cholerics grow slightly
impatient; it will not harm tliem, and allow the
phlegmatics to enjoy your sounds and de.scriplion.s.
The melancholies would really enjoy hearing one of
the beautiful minor Hebrew songs in the middle of
the story, they are often the ones whose feelings
overflow at the beautiful sounds.

The speed of the telling
The speed of the telling goes hand in hand with the
rhythm described above. It is important to
remember, however, to vary the speed. We so often
settle in a certain mode that lasts the whole story
long. This will not help your images to be alive and
colourful. A few pauses in a story will bring back the
phlegmatics who may have dreamed off.

The gestures of the story teller
In most stories a minimum of gesture is necessary. It
can easily take the children's attention away from the
sound of the words. For that reason a few well chosen
moments where your gestures accompany an action
in the story can complement your particular
temperament slant. A slight stantp with the fool at the
approach of Goliath will remind the cholerics of his
weight and therefore of the extraordinary feat
performed by David. You can outfox the sanguines by
looking quickly from one side to the other during
your description; this may be needed to allow them a
bit of movement too before you focus on a more quiet
and serious piul. This is a good time to release tension
and make them laugh. It will be so much better if they
laugh in the right place rather than upset the
melancholies and cholerics by bubbling over with
mirth at the tragic moment.

How you stand and where you put your hands when
you are describing the world of feelings will make a
deep impression on the melanchoIic.s, you will see it
the next day in the recall or later in the year when they
act out a play.

So far we have looked at how the teacher can
address the temperaments in the class by varying
a.spects of the story-telling. The next step consists in
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The four lemperametUs in Class 8—by which time
they are normally well in band—expressed ihmitgh
paintings of imaginary industrial revolution
s c e n e s .

enabling the children to give each other a different
aspect of the complete experience in the next days.

The story recall and the individual work in
writing and drawing
The day after the story has been told, you can expect
the choleric children to come through the door
begging to be allowed to retell the story or better still
to act it out. Ideally a small group of children should
be chosen, representing the different temperaments,
and asked to go out in the corridor to prepare a little
scene. While they are outside you can do another
activity, which may appeal more to the melancholies:

The children close their eyes and imagine the
camp the night before the great duel. The teacher can
help by asking children to respond to questions e.g:
are there any noises? Can anything be seen? What
light is there? What is the sky like? etc. Asking just
for describing words (adjectives), children are called
to the blackboard to write them down. These will
come in useful both for the children's drawings and
their writing of the story the next day. Melancholies
who often enjoy remembering things of the past will
benefit from this exercise as it gives a certain
objectivity, a wider context to their one-sided
picture. Phlegmatics need a bit of pushing when it
comes to articulating their inner life; they will be
helped by the other children because once the
activity is started, they actually enjoy falling into the
pattern of making lists of words. They dislike having

to be the first to do anything that involves work. In
these recall exercises sanguines often stare at you
blankly as they have forgotten the whole story, or so
they think. But they will take up the impulse of the
cholerics in the acting out or will soon join in the
•game' of finding adjectives. A lot of these will
probably have nothing to do with the story in
question but sometimes the fact that sanguines are
participating and not chatting to their neighbour is
enough to satisfy one.

This description is only a taster of what can start to
happen in a class when you know the children well.
As you get used to working in this way you find that
the lessons are enriched by this multiplicity and
variety of hues and textures. It penetrates into all the
parts of the lesson; it is particularly helpful in the
realm of language teaching if you are leaching
younger children only through the spoken word.

A codetta on language teaching
It has been my experience when starting to teach 6/7-
year-olds French that some of them experience a
feeling of insecurity at the first hearing of those
different words. A good way of bringing them into
the group without singling them out is to make sure
that there is an activity in each lesson which meets
their particular needs.

The strong rhythmic poem for the cholerics. a
dancing ring game for the sanguines, a picture
dictation for the phlegmatics, and a memory game
for the melancholies, for example.

In a balanced language lesson all the above would
happen anyway but to prepare them with the
children's faces in your mind creates this gesture of
community building: acknowledging the wealth of
differences living in the children and using these
differences for the fulfilment of the whole group, that
is the potential gift of working with the
temperaments.

Anne Tandree has been Waldorf teaching for 16
years. Her pi-incipal roles have been as a cla.ss
teacher (she is now co-teaching Class 8 in Bristol)
and as a teacher of modern languages, mainly
French.
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Curriculum Research:
Eurythmy rod exercises
by MARTYN RAWSON

If. for some reason, one hud to reduce the Waldorf
curriculum to its absolute minimum, what would
remain? How much can you take away and still call it
Waldorf education? This may seem an entirely
hypothetical and therefore un-serious question but it
is not quite as theoretical as it may seem. There are
essentially two reasons why we might have to
consider such a drastic question. Firstly if some
totalitarian educational regime said you can have
.some elements of Waldorf education but not all.
which ones do you insist upon? Secondly if some key
aspect of the Waldorf approach were no longer
possible because there weren't enough competent
people to teach it, then it might drop off the
curriculum and thus undemiine the whole Waldorf
ethos. Well, both of these circumstances are no longer
unth inkable.

Certainly one of the core subjecl.s in tlic Waldorf
curriculum, perhaps the core subject, is eurythmy. It
is one of the few things taught in Waldorf schools that
is not taught in any otherbranch of education. It isalso
one of the subjects that can claim the most direct
connection to anthropo.sophy. the philosophy
underlying and infonning the Waldorf approach. No
eurythmy. no Waldorf education. 1 think one could
also make acaseforihecorollary. namely, no Waldorf
education, no eurythmy. or at least its scope in the
world would be drastically reduced if it were no
longer being taught in Waldorf schools.

But is there arisk that eurythmy might in some way
disappear from Waldorf education? The answer has
to be po.ssibly—the risk being greater in some
countries than others. The reality is that for many
rea.sons the number of eurythmists leaching in
Waldorf .schools is declining. More and more schools
tire not in a position to offer the subject. This is not
unconnected to the fact that the educational quality of
the eurythmy taught is not everywhere as high as it
needs to be. With many noble exceptions.
eurythmi.sts tu-e finding it increasingly difficult to
teach eurythmy as it should be taught. The rea.sons for
tliat, are again complex.

The Pedagogical Section at the Goetheanum has
been concerned with this problem and has conducted
research to establish the facts of the situation. Broadly

.speaking, the reasons are thought to be as follows
(obviously in an article of this length one cannot go
into detail, so the reader is asked to accept the
following summary without detailed supporting
arguments).
• The amount of provision for the training of

educational eurythmy is often inadequate. All
eurythmists have a 4- or 5-year basic training in
eurythmy. They can then do a post-graduate
training in therapeutic or educational eurythmy.
Despite the agreement on behalf of the Waldorf
schools' movement not to take on eurylltmists
without a pedagogical training, this still happens.

• The basic eurythmy training does not necessarily
equip eurythmists to become teachers of children
with the professional requirements that entails.

• Other teachers have an inadequate understanding
of eurythmy or its place in the curriculum.
Consequently eurythmy is not supported by
teachers and parents with conviction based on
insight. It is widely believed to do good but that
belief is not always enough.

• Eurythmy is a difficult subject for many pupils to
accept at school unless it is taught extremely well,
perhaps more so than any other subject. The fact
that it is scarcely known outside of the Steiner or
Waldorf community does not help.

• The an of eurythmy has been inadequately
explored in relation to how it works on the human
being. Certainly non-eurythmists have-ver>' little
understanding of its effectiveness, and many
eurythmists are not experienced at translating this
into terms that can be generally understood in the
context of education. To put it bluntly, too few
people eitlier understand eurythmy or are able to
articulate its benefits for the developing human
being.

I realise that these bare statements may shock and
offend some readers but I would not make them if I
were not convinced they were broadly true. The fact
is, Rudolf Steiner created eurythmy out of the deepest
insights into human nature and its needs in our times.
Just as Waldorf education itself was conceived as an
antidote to the social and spiritual devastation that
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Sieinor predicted tor ilie coming centuries, st)
our>'lhmy has a special place in that task.

Put veiy simply, the primai-y task of education
today is to help developing individuals hannonise the
spiritual and soul side of their beings with the bodily-
rhythmical side of their nature. The increasing
materialism of our age is leading not only to a dryimi
up of spiritual sources of renewal but an increasing
scleroticism of the whole human constitution.

Steincr offered humanity two central paths to
spiritual integration; the path of knowledge which
leads from the cultivation of living thinking to
penetrate down into the will (the path from
knowledge to the enlightened will), and the path that
leads through the cultivation of the will to the
ennobling of the soul and for the enlightenment of the
mind. The latter path is that of eurythmy. Self-
knowledge begins with self-education and this leads
to the various spiritual paths an individual can follow
as an adult. It all begins with education and for this
reason eurythmy is central to Waldorf education. Its
contribution to the healing of humanity is vital. Thus
far the best we can say is that it has-v/rt/Ye-r/to fulfil this
task.

So what can be done? Well many things are being
done at an international level. The basic euiythmy
training is undergoing a major revision in some
countries. In Holland and Germany, where most
eurythmy students train (Moscow is the second
laigest eurythmy school after Den Haag. followed by
Stuttgart) the educational eurythmy training has been
integrated into the main teacher training institutions
(Emerson College in England is following suit). In
the case of Holland the basic eurythmy training has
gone down this path as well, having gained state
recognition as a primary training. Tliese steps to
integrate eurythmy into the wider community of
anthroposophical adult education are important.

Furthermore an iiilemational conference has been

organised for parents, teachers, students and
eurylhmists to reinvigorate the movement by
showing the educational art at its best (16-21 April
2001). One of the most important steps that is being
taken in many places is new research into the
fundamentals of eurythmy. A real study of eurythmy
from anthropological, physiological, educational
and therapeutic perspectives has begun, involving
workers from several different fields. It is hoped that
the international conference will be a focus for this
r e s e a r c h w o r k .

The remainder of this article summarises one such
modest attempt to explore an aspect of educational
eurythmy. It involved myself as teacher and
cur r icu lum researcher. ' Thea Kaesbach a schoo l

(Above ami on facing page) the 3rd and 4th
movements in the 7-fold exercise.

euryihmist, and Hajo Dekker. a co-leader of the
Dekker-Schmandt Eurythmy School in Forest Row.
Our task was to explore the pedagogical significance
of the rod exercises.

Exercises using copper rods are an important
feature of the eurythmy curriculum. They also have
other therapeutic uses, which in this case was not the
focus of our study. We explored the four basic
exercises, recognising that each exercise can be u.sed
with many variations.

Our research method was quite simple and
consisted of a series of steps.
1. We began by doing the exercises together and

discussing how wc experienced them.
2. We discussed the origin of the exercises.
3. We experimented with different sizes and weight.s

of rods to get a feeling for their effectiveness in
supporting different aspects of the exercises.

4. We reviewed the curriculum use of the vjirious
exercises and why they are used in the various
c l a s s e s .

5. Finally we attempted to describe how each
exerci.se might affect the individual and therefore
what its pedagogical value actually is.

The detailed outcomes of this research, which is by
no means complete, will be published in due course in
a research journal. However, a few preliminary
observations can be made.

The rod exercises were introduced by Steincr
specifically as preparaloiy exerci.ses designed to
assist the individual tune thei r bodily organism so that
it can become a skilful medium capable of expressing
the essence of human movement itself- The aim of the
rod exerci.ses is to gradually free the bodily organism
of any hindrances that might prevent it from being an
organ of the soul permeable to spiritual impulses.

This .somewhat concentrated definit ion needs a

little unpacking. Firstly the a.ssumption is that spirit
can come to expression through movement, or put the
other way round, movement is a non-physical but
neverthele.ss real being in its own right. Spiritual
content—and this could for example be thoughts,
aesthetic ideas or individual intentions—can come to
expression through the spiritual medium of
movement made tangible and sense-perceptible
through the human body. Mediating this is the human
soul. To simplify the matter even further we can say:
an idea is experienced and made conscious in the
soul, and this comes to expression through gesture
and the movement of the individual. In this sense
thought becomes visible, just as thought can also
become audible in spoken speech.

We are familiar with this process in its unconscious
form, namely in body language. The gestures,
movements and po,sture an individual adopts can be
•read' as an expression of thoughts and feelings. In
eurythmy this process is intensified. In eurythmy as
an art something of the essence of a piece of music or
poetry can be made visible. The intrinsic and
fundamental elements of music and language, from
the primary sounds of the vowels and consonants, and
the individual musical tones, to the most complex
elements of composition, can be expressed through
eurythmical gesture. In other words their spiritual
form can be experienced and translated into
movement. The process is not simply that of an
impulse resounding in an instrument (like air being
blown through a hollow reed, or the percussive force
on a taught skin). The impulse is first individualised
through the human soul.

In artistic eurythmy there is always a layer of
conscious intention beyond the content of the
material itself. There is choreography, selection of
text and artistic interpretation. In therapeutic
eurythmy it is more the case that an archetypal
process is "enacted". This might be a process of
contraction or expansion, or It might be immersion in

the qualities that belong lo a particular consonant,
sequence of consonants, or to a particular rhythm.
Through the 'enacling' of the consonantal form, for
example, the soul draws a spiritual process into itself
though the actual movement.

Educational eurythmy stands somewhere between
the artistic and therapeutic processes. The teacher's
understanding of the developmental needs of the
child enables him or her to combine both of these
elements. What then is the educational value of
eurythmy luid what do the rod exercises contribute to
this process?

As staled at the beginning of this article, education
has the task of helping children hturnonise their
development. Development means, at least in
Steiner's use of the lenn, an inner determining
principle (the individuality of the child) suiving to
come to ever more complete expression through the
biological organism within agiven bocial and cultural
context. Children have to make lhem.se]ves at home
in the body whose lomi they have inherited through
the familiar genetic channels. This body has to
become an instrument of tlieir intentions. (/ want to
reach that apple on the table: I want to formulate the
following ideas and communicate them to my Mum.)
Furthermore, individuals have to structure and order
the experiences they have in the world in such a way
that they can remember them, form concepts, link
ideas, comprehend feelings and relate to the world—
in other words al 1 the things that belong to the sou! life
of an individual. All this happens within a given
social setting, culture and language. Throughout the
course of his or her biography the individual strives
continuously to individualise this whole process,
which really means to give the individuality an ever
clearer voice. This individuality is the spiritual core,
the *1' of the person,

This brief description, I think, makes abundantly
clear why eurythmy has a key role in education. It is
an activity that enables the spiritual impulses at work
within an individual to find expression first in the soul
and then through the body. This should not
necessarily be seen as a process lied to this strict
sequence. The child might imitate a eurythmical
movement made by the teacher, experience It, and
only later awaken in consciousness to what the
movement contains as spiri tual impulse. A
professional eurythmist as artist may first work with
a piece of music, explore its intrinsic qualities,
•interpret it and then derive an appropriate form for it,
before, as it were, it becomes eurythmy. The child
imitating the teacher bypasses the preparation and
simply does the movement. Even here, however,
there are at least two fundamental preconditions.
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Firstly the child's feeling life must be
engaged onhe movement may be mechanical.
Therefore the experience requires a picture.
The activity is introduced through a
description, an image which stimulates the
children to re-create pictures in their own
mind's eye. When the movement is shown, the
children join in and participate, thus linking the
movement and gestures with an image they
already have within them. This image is
naturally an individually coloured version of
the tirchetypal reality behind the eurythmy
gestures themselves and the content of the
poem or music. Therefore the picture has to be
well-chosen and designed to appeal to the child
at various ages.

The second precondition is that the child's
movement organisation and body are
sufficiently in harmony for the movement
content of the eurythmy to be experienced at all. If the
child is so uncomfortable in her own body or if she is
so detached from her own experience there will be too
much resistance and hindrance for the spirit as it were
to resonate. The child will not experience much, other
than physical discomfort, often in the form of
tiredness, clumsiness or heaviness in the arms. In
other words, the child is experiencing the physicality
of gravity rather than levity, of rhythm and pure
m o v e m e n t .

To this end the rod exercises are designed to loosen
the child's burden. The different exercises do so in
different ways. The rod itself plays an important role.
It gives the child something in the hand that makes the
movements more visible. More importantly, the child
experiences movement in the weight, texture and
temperature of the rod. The length of the rod relates to
the length of the arm. The thickness provides
sufficient tactile contact without being unwieldy. The
weight is sufficient to be conscious of the arms but not
too heavy as to tire them out too quickly.
Interestingly, some therapeutic exercises require
particularly heavy rods made of solid copper,
precisely because this weight is important as extra
resistance. In most exercises the rod is held balanced
in the middle, which therefore draws the warmth
down into the child's hands and fingers.

In moving the rod. the individual experiences his or
h e r o w n m o v e m e n t s e x t e n d e d i n t o t h e i m m e d i a t e

surrounding space. This has the effect of drawing the
field of proprioceptive perception (that is the body's
monitoring of its own boundaries and the totality of
its movements in space) outwards. The extension of
this field of perception into the immediate
surrounding space has a loosening effect. The

(Above and on facing page) the front and back positions of
the /2-foldexercise.

movement of the rod supports the perception of the
individual's own movement by amplifying it.

This leads to the question as to when this
experience i.s appropriate. There is a feeling that until
children have acquired the ability to distance
them.selves from their environment, and experience
themselves as separate from it. the rod exercises will
not have the desired effect. That means in practice
after the ninth yeai', often known as the 'Rubicon' of
self-awareness. Nor should the rod exercises be
learned primarily through imitation because they are
most effective when the child establishes the form
and movement out of themselves. They need, as it
were, to impose the structure on themselves as a
conscious act. much as balancing a spinning plate on
a stick requires active inner participation. This aspect
of rod exercises certainly also suggests that age 9 is a
watershed in this respect.

One interesting aspect of the exercises which
became apparent was that they appear to need
relatively little picture support. In contrast to a poem
or piece of music these exercises need to stand on
their own, with minimal imaging. Rather they require
accurate instructions, concerning the positions of the
arms, the .sequence of movements and .so on. This
element emphasises their exercise character. The
precision that some of the exerci.ses require, calls for
clarity of 'mental picture' as to what is being asked
for. Instructing the child that the rod .should, for
example, be held in a vertical position directly in front
of the left shoulder, with the lower hand directly
below the upper hand etc.—requires little
imaginative picturing. The precision that is attained is
the result of the child's ability to structure his or her
awareness of movement and bodily position from

within. In order to do so they have to have an accurate
inner picture of what is required. To quote Martin
Baker, leader of the spatial dynamics training at
Michael Hall. Sussex: "If you can picture it. you can
do it."

The 7-fold exercise' requires (he greatest amount
of precision. The .spatial relationships are more
important than the paths from one position to the next.
Certainly from the perspective of the layper-son, this
is surprising. We are used to try to move from one
position toanotherwith lluidity. It is not that this is not
required. It is more that the position the arms and the
rod come into are more important, consciously filling
the passage of space between them. This gives the
exercise a .strongly formal, frontal and centred feel to
it. The physical experience of space in its co
ordinates up-down and right-left, and particularly the
correct angles, are paramount. These directions are
experienced as objective external qualities. In its
basic form the exercise is done in standing but it can
also be carried out whilst walking a simple forwards,
sideways and backwards form.

The 12-fold exercise has a much stronger element
of rhythm to it. There is a flow and breathing quality
to the movements, with an in-breath as the rod is
raised at the front and behind the body, and an out-
breathing as the rod is moved down again. This is
enhanced by the spiral sequence of the whole
exercise. There is also a strong element of tension and
relaxation, bending and stretching. The movements
arc kept close to the body as the rod moves from front
to back and up and down. This gives a strong sense of
being in the centre of a flowing movement. This
exercise has several variations.

The next sequence of exercises—in which finger
dexterity and a fluid mobility of the amis and in
particular the wrists all feature—clearly engages not

only fine motor skills but also a fine bahmce
between lightness olTouch. control and rhythm,
which provide a basis for what can only be
described as gracefulness of movement.

The four th exerc ise , tha t known as the

waterfall, involves the stiongest feeling yet for
the quality of space around one. Following a
distinct and rhythmical sequence of movement,
the rod is raised over the head and placed behind
the neck just above the shoulders and then
dropped behind the body. The hands then have
to move rapidly to catch the rod as it falls. This
exercise not only includes a strong element of
front and back but also requires a confidence in
letting go behind one's back. Tliis awakens a
consciousness for the space behind, which,
given our frontal postiore and way of facing the

world, has a liberating effect of opening up a space
usually hidden, not only from view but from
consciousne.ss (illustrated on p. 13).

1 hope from these brief de,scriptions it begins to
become clearer what the pedagogical value of these
exercises might be and that they work in a realm
barely touched by other educational activities, with
the exception of gymnastics. What distinguishes
them from gymna.stics. however, is the fact that
although as exercises they arc formal and have a
strongly physical basis, they are nevertheless
essentially musical in their composition, not only
because they are often accompanied by piano music
or the beating of a tambourine. Their structure is akin
to tuning exerci.ses or scales in music, in which
arpeggios or chords are practised. It is not that
melodies are played but rather mu.sical elements are
highlighted and exercised. The engagement of the
soul is modest but essential, so that the spiritual
quality of the space can be experienced. ̂

Martyn Raw.'ion was co-founder of the York Sieiner
School. Aftertakingaclass through eight years there,
he has taught in several places, including Michael
Hall England and the 'original' Waldorf school
Stuttgart. His specialities include a wide range of
Upper School subjects and the teaching of Modem
Ljonguages.

]-. The author recently edited the Educaiinnal Tasks and
Content of the Su'iner Waldorf Curriculum, published in 2000
jointly by the Pedagogical Section in Domach and the Stciner
Schools Fellowship Publications.
2. This is a paraphrd.sc of how Steiner described Eurythmy in
the book Eurythmy as Visible Speech.
3. Detailed descriptions of the exercises can be found in
Anncmaric Dubach-Donalh's book The Basic Principles of
Eurythmy, Rudolf Steiner Press. Chapter 1.
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You Only Die Twice
by ALEXANDER ZUNDEL

I recenUy stood pondering the possible value of musical activity of a genuine kind we actually
pmchasing the book perched in front of me on the achieve something for the future ofourselves and for
shelfinLondonslargestbookstore,Foyles.Thetitle humanity-our astral organisation (soul) is
ofthebookwasatonceintriguingandrepellent:Love becoming liberated, goes through transformationLives of the Great Composers by Basil Howitt. Not only is it purified, not only does it experience

•Iwantsomethingdiatwillcatchtheimagination," beauty, but it actually beauty. In the activityI thought "something that will move earth and of being musical we develop ourselves away from
heaven, but speaks out of a real person, an authentic the prison of necessity into the blissful existence of
character." I opened the book and began to read about beauty.
Beethoven walking, or should I say striding, up and There is no better word to describe the driving
down the 'fashionable promenade' from ten in the force, the hidden longing of every intense and
morning till six at night with his coat hanging on a idealistic young person than the word becoming.
stick over his shoulders, making the Emperor, the They are nonconformists extraordinaire—of course
Empress and the Court stand aside for him, and how they are—̂ because they don't want to stay put, buthe would stride furiously around Vienna, red face become. But it is not just anything that they want to
blazing, hat on the back of his head, coat tails flying become; in fact, as an anthroposophist one may
andsagging with the weight of books crammed into recognise in each and every one of them thehis pockets, singing—roaring—at the top of his becoming of three virtues: truth, beauty and
voice. This was just what I was looking for, perfect to goodness.
catch the imagination of the young 18/21 -year-olds I But the youngsters of today are disillusioned, they
would soon be teaching music—youngsters with are the Samurai of the East in the metropolis of the
disabilities. "There will be other things in this book West. They demand the absolute to the point of death
leaning towards the politically incorrect or extreme, in the face of all adversity. They believe but cannot
far 'worse' than this hearty image of an artist," I always find. Society is laced with toxins and cruel
thought. Just enough for breakfast!? concoctions specially for the 'inner need'. In

Love and passion in all its forms is something education we must administer a different medicine,
which plays a large and immediate part in the lives of indeed a preventive and healing one, a nourishing
all idealistic adolescents and teenagers, not to and life-preserving one.
mention 'big kids' or just ordinary adults. Society has changed rapidly and violently in the

Why is it that youngsters crave this exhibitionistic last five years. Globalisation's draconian demands
self-expression, this Dionysian flamboyance—the have eroded cultural life, spiritual values, the fabric
qualities which somebody like Beethoven lived out of human-spiritual relationships. Why is this so?
in virtually everything he did. He poured jugs of Because we are on the whole living in a mono-culture
water over his head when he overheated whilst of a bi-polar world. Bi-polar, because of a firmly
composing, he lost his temper, he lost his chamber established yet entirely unhealthy economic-
music under his dirty washing, and finally he lost his political axis which pushes the soul-spiritual further
hearing and the company of many fellow human and further into the background; and mono-culture,
beings. Still found depths of feeling and human because the economic forces of capitalism, based on
emotion which lifted music into new heights of a neo-Darwinistic world view, drag us all in the same
grandeur, heights of the greatest humanity. direction, like helpless creatures caught in a gigantic

We may answer briefly this 'why' with the words trawling net.
inner experience. Youngsters want to experience the Even if as adults we do not want to see this reality,
extreme—their unconscious driving motive being... our children and our teenagers see it and sense it, or,
f r e e d o m . o n e s h o u l d s a y , e x p e r i e n c e i t a l l t o o c l e a r l y — m o n o -

Rudolf Steiner spoke about the liberating forces of culture where peer-pressure holds sway and bl-
music in various lectures, how in music (that is, in polarised ideas, where there is no room to be
rhythm and tone) cosmic entities pour through our Beethoven for very long.
souls, 'setting them free'. Through engaging in The human being is a tri-polar being, a being of

— — op.. 11, „ui merely or body and soul.
This is what the younger generation is asking us to
realise; this is our task as educated adults. Especially
in the realm of Steiner education, one endeavours to
establish this threefold reality—one tries to work
with it, strengthen it.

But what about the bi-polar world, one may ask,
shouldn t we fix that first? The short answer to this
question is 'no'. Threefolding always comes from
inside outwards. That is, human beings are threefold
and this, if strengthened, will bring threefolding
forces into the world.

The task of the Waldorf teacher is first and
foremost to educate in a threefold way: not only body,
soul and spirit, but also the trinity of soul forces:
thinking, feeling and willing.

Rudolf Steiner speaks about the three soul forces
on many occasions, thinking as a torch of truth,
feeling as the grail of beauty and willing as the way to
goodness, and this is what they might become—three
powerful tools in the hands of the human spirit.

The teenager's head-over-heels craving for
boundless experience needs to find a harness in the
birth of the ego or spiritual centre within the threefold
soul forces at age 21. The soul seeks liberation. One
of the means to such liberation of the astral
organisation is music. Other arts also bring such a
freeing from the 'prison', but though this liberation
of the astral may be the taming of the lion, it is not yet
the taming of the lion-tamer! Young people of today
want to find the golden island, the secret place, the
king's throne. They seek to find the way to self-
mastery, this is their second craving. The conunercial
world of movies with its larger-than-life characters is
food for this craving, but this merging of
circumstances needs to be found in the complete
inversion of the James Bond idiom 'You only die
twice'. To experience the profound mystery of the
decadent death-like forces of modem culture, as a
call to re-awaken to a second life in spirit is what is
staring us in the face, and this, through nothing more
urgent and compelling than the cry of our children in
the wilderness of a strangled society.

In summary, young people need to feel free in their
soul-life in their astral organisation, but they also
need to take the reins of the soul and lead it by the way
of self-mastery, as a task beyond the age of 21, to new
pastures, to new arenas of culture where spiritual
content can abide, where soul and spirit can both find
each other in freedom.

As educators or responsible adults we can nourish
and guide young people in this direction. To educate
the three soul forces of thinking, feeling and willing,
instead of feeding information to the intellect in a

disharmonious way, leads to self-empowerment, to
creativity of individuals. Beethoven was great
because he broke the 'classical dogma' through the
originality of his own passionate soul. Garibaldi was
great because out of inner conviction bom of self-
mastery he inspired men to free their nation.

Young people of today wish to follow these ideals,
but we must show them which key opens the door
into the creative mind, teach them the language of the
heart. It is awe of themselves which we must teach
them. Great individuals like Beethoven and
Garibaldi changed history; through their lives we can
inspire a sense of the strength of the individual spirit
as opposed to merely fictional heroes on a 'mission
impossible'.

The striving for meaning in life is fundamental,
whether it be as tmth, beauty or goodness—in the
'mummy and daddy' world of the toddler, the heart-
string-straining exclamations and questionings of
the 'lover sighing like fumace', or the teenager's
extravagant and exotic mmblings through virtual
reality and the 'gardens of the forbidden fi:nit'.

In the epic poem of Parzival by Wolfram von
Eschenbach, which forms part of the Class 11
curriculum in Waldorf schools, Parzival represents
the search for this meaning, but the character Gawain
represents 'the way of the heart'. This way, the way
of Gawain, is the way which many youngsters seek to
bo and are going.

Gawain is a dauntless knight of the sword. He is
invincible amongst Arthurian knights, but gets
himself into trouble because of his natural candour
where the ladies are concemed and his overt
compassion. This naive directness and spontaneity
of emotion are too much for the dampened and
languid natures he meets (adults!) upon his
adventures. Impetuousness and passion all too
readily get the better of him and so, in search of
catharsis and self-mastery, he turns, like '̂arzival, to
the Grail quest. But it is the veiy qualities of
compassion and warmth of heart which save the day.
Parzival falls into a trance from which he cannot
awake, but Gawain has pity on him and wakes him
u p .

Many other knights pass Parzival by without so
much as a thought for his predicament. He is trapped,
caught up in agony of mind which, though illumined
by the idealistic imaginative vision of undefiled
growth, cannot find its place in the world. Parzival is
destined to find the Holy Grail, yet he is helpless.
Gawain chanced upon him and lends him the forces
of the heart which set him free.

After this meeting between idealised vision which
has become paralysed, and compassionate deed.
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Gawuinembarksonfujlheradvenlures. Wchearhow
a powerl'ul king lays siege, on unjusi grounds to aciiy
called Beaurosch. Gawain joins the defenders of the
city, in the name of justice, hut one of the assailants is
the fearsome Red Knight himself—Parzival! Why is
Paizival fighting on the wrong side? The one who
will achieve the Grail is fighting on the side of evil.

The assailant king is captured, the Red Knight
departs invincible and Gawain also comes away
victorious and unscathed.

Gawain travels on until he approaches a
sumptuous natural paradise of fruit trees, murmuring
brooks, .scented valleys and distant strains of
tantalising music which seemed to be floating
towards him from a neiirby city. This is the City of
Logrois. and half wrapped in ecstasy, he beholds the
beauty of beauties. There, sitting beside a spring was
the Duchess of Logrois. A paiagon. sublime and
earthly all in one! Gawain asked her politely if he
could be her knight—she dismissed him with icy
scorn. She told him that he must bring her horse to
her—on exchange of this she called him a goo.se!
Whatever Gawain did. was met with mockery.
Gawain eventually becomes angry, losing his
temper, which the duchess dresses with words: "I
love to see you furious." The insults continue but
Gawain undergoes a self-initiation. After some time
he says to the dark, lascivious beauty the following
words: "The more you mock me the more you will
want to make it up to me later." Passion has been
tempered by forbearance. Indeed here a secret of the
character is revealed. It is all an allegory of the soul.
The Duchess of Logrois is Gawain's unredeemed
heart forces, which he must now begin to come to
terms with. But this is not the only symbolic
character. The poet had already said, after the battle
of Beaurosch: "Two hearts that are not one have
shown their strength in fierce enmity." pointing to the
fact that Parzival and Gawain are in fact the same

person! And now it seems that Gawain meets
characters which are. again, nothing but aspects of
his own soul.

But what of the battle of Beaurosch—why was
Parzival on the wrong side? Gawain is a knight of the
sword, but Parzival is a knight of the 'word*—a
knight of the thinking spirit. They are different:
Gawain must oppose evil, he must fight on the side of
the good. But how can injustice be overcome in the
w orld: how can the bi-polar world become a tri-polar
world which balances out the perpetual conflict of
"right* and 'wrong*, equality and inequality,
aggression and pacifism, tyranny and anarchy, truth
and falsity?

Parzival symbolises the light growing in the
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darkness. Parzival is on the side of evil, because he
can Iranstonn the evil Irom the inside, from his own
inner nature. He does not fight outwardly against
injustice, but enters the dragon and irradiates his
blackness.

Gawain has not letimt to do this yet and so lakes the
path of 'outer' conflict. But how can one oppose evil
outwLirdly without being drawn into evil one.self?
This is Gawain's dilemma—the dilemma of many a
well-meaning "freedom fighter'. Parzival is
powerless without Gawain, because Gawain is love.
Gawain is meaningless without Parzival because
Parzival is purity.

Gawain's soul becomes free when he passes
through the experience of the castle of wonders,
where all the powers of seduction and allurement
must be met and conquered. The Duchess of
Logrois, Orgeluse. as she is called, at once falls to
her knees transformed into the kindest and gentlest
creature, bestowing upon Gawain only the tenderest
feelings.

Parzival, being one and the same with Gawain has
found a place for his idealistic vision, in the
compassion and social forces of the he:ul. Gawain
' tames ' the l ion in the cas t le o f wonders and Parz iva l

tames the lion-tamer and finds the Grail.
So i t is wi th Ste iner educat ion. I ts task is to

embrace the whole human being as a three-fold .soul-
spiritual being on the path to a greater humanity.
Humanity is what is being demanded by the younger
generation, but this means the 'freeing' olThc astral
forces and the steering of the ship.

But what about the great men and women of the
past-it seems that they don't make them like that any
more the.se days? Young people iu-e looking for
something more than ideas. It is their will forces
which they seek to put to .sei^'ice. Rudolf Steiner
himself was a unique thinker in the respect that he
went beyond ideas. Goethe, his predecessor in the
realm of 'free thought', was satisfied with ideas and
their power of inspiration, but Steiner harnessed
ideas and used them to penetrate to the reality of
being.

This is where we stand now as educationists. What
is the being of the child? What is the being of the
adolescent, the teenager, the human? What is the
being of education itself, of society? It is a threefold
being and this being must come to life once more.

Alexander Zundel is a fanner pupit of the Rudolf
Steiner School of Kings Langley. After (jualifying as
a teacher of the lexander technique, and in Waldoif
education, he is currently teaching drama and mu.dc
to adolescents with special needs.

Fat-, Big-, Seven-, Soft-, Large-
and Small-Headed are Not All
Undes i rab les
Cracking one of the tougher nuts in Steiner's view of education

by BRIEN MASTERS
When the successful, if rare and unpkmned, mating of
a sheep with a goat occurred last year, the breeder being
interviewed {BBC 4 News, 6 June 2000) was quick to
come up with what her expert's eye saw. "It's all lamb.
Youcan tell by lookingat it." \ni\ia\\y she was emphatic.
But something of a summery mood prevailed and the
lunicable conversation meanderedon, longer and more
leisurely perhaps than if it had had to compete with
newswoithiness such as the outcrop of BSE among
French and German cattle, that assailed Europe in the
later autumn, bringing unprecedented chagrin to both
the fiinning and political worlds. Try as he might, the
interviewer couldn't persuade his expert to budge on
the new-bom being anything other than "all lamb". He
did. however, manage to get her light-heartedly to
admit, in herclosing words; "It's the//vc/iV.?f little hunb
I've ever .seen!" How he resisted quipping; "'Perhaps
the creature's just kidding." is hard to imagine. Be that
as it may, it goes to show iliai just as 'mutton dressed as
lamb' is .sheer human vanity designed to deceive the
sharp-sighted sharks perpetually swimming around
our cocktail- and appearance-besotted society, so also
'goat dressed as lamb' can ju.st as well escape the
'partially' sighted, to whom only externalities arc
visible as a direct result of their habitual mode of
positivist thinking.

Steiner's views were in marked contrast to
positivism. He insisted that anthropo.sophy was
extremely practical—more practical, he claimed, than
that vein of materialism that lacked awareness of the
.spiritual dimension of the matter that was the 'the
matter hand'. A striking case in point was his warning
that the ox:-

"po.sse.sses forces... that can [transform]... plant
into meat... What would happen if the ox were to
eat meat directly instead of plants? It would lead
all the forces that can produce flesh unused... the
unused energy in the ox's body cannot simply be
lost, so tlieox is finally filled with it. and this pent-
up force does something in him other than

produce flesh from plant substances. It produces
waste products. Instead of flesh, hanTiful
sub.stances [would be] produced. Therefore, if an
ox were suddenly to turn into a meat eater, it would
fill it.self with all kinds of liannful substances such
a.s uric acid and urates. Now... the specific effects
of urates are expressed in a particular affinity for
the nervous system and the brain. The result is that
if im ox were to consume meat directly, liu-ge
amounts of urates would be secreted: they would
enter the brain, ruid the ox would go crazy" (13
January 1923).

With hindsight, one sometimes wonders what it
must have been like for someone with the inner

perceptions that Steiner had developed. Williout being
a prophet of doom, there must have been moments
when it seemed as though, despite enhirging on his
perspectives with the utmost clarity, no-one seemed
inclined to make ethical use of tlie vantage point he had
gained. One can talk till the cows come home, but to
what purpose, if nothing but deaf ears are turned?
Sadly, when this p:irlicular 'cow' did come home, tlie
evidence bore out all too tragically what he had
predicted.'

But even if Waldorf were confined to Kindergarten
provision (as is mostly the case with Montessori). the

Subtle but clear contrasts in character projected
onto a page of form drawing.

Photo: Aliki Sapountzi.
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-garten component would hardly justify all this towards physiological differences are progressing
lambing and kidding and BSE-ing. My strategy here is sympathetically, I shall proceed to cite some of theto draw heavily on die example in the hope that I can empirical research that is symptomatic of that progress,
refer in this article, in an acceptable way, to empirical only too aware that my gleanings in this sphere are
research alongside indications of Steiner's that focuses random and minimal. Three examples should suffice,
on the p/iyji/cfl/characteristics in human beings. the third thrown in to demonstrate that we can even

1 am acutely aware that the matter is fragile. We are enjoy a certain amount of flippancy over such matters
witnesses of a Rowing climate wherein we slate one without it being condemned as bad taste—a sure sign,
another at the slightest provocation—both on political I would say, that attitudes are veering towards the
platforms and through the media. Elsewhere too. At the tolerant and that past wounds are healing. One has only
same time, and somewhat paradoxically, we are wary to think of the recent research that has been carried out
of making remarks that trespass on one another's into the different thinking habits ofeast and west, or the
bodily 'space . Litigation is making hay out of this. lengths to which we are going to understand special
Expressions like big-headed, lily-livered, a face that needs such as autism or dyslexia, or the educational
would turn the milk sour— ând one could readily come revolution now taking place in places such as South
up with a dozen others, some of which sink into Africa where the worthily acclaimed Mandela era
obscenities—may all be very well among the fanfared the collapse of a racist Berlin wall that
fishmongers of Nova Scotia, or in the opening scenes celebrated the closing years of a centuiy smeared with
of Shaw's Pygmalion, but not any more in 'polite social indignity. Taken as a whole, it certainly suggests
society'. A recent radio review of Bemard Shaw's that discerning researchers are beginning to read
writings as a music critic—delectably entertaining, it 'spirit' between the empirical lines—that the lively
has to be said—having imashamedly made as much goatness of the little lamb is no longer escaping notice,
broadcasting mileage out of the ubiquitously but clearly leaping out from the quantifiably plain,
slanderous 'purple passages', ended with a rather four-legged facts,
hollow sounding whimper: "He wouldn't get away
with it now." Such is our supposedly caring society In the child's best interests
which in looser moments wouldn't jib at fable-like The trail which Steiner blazed in this respect—smoke-
connotations such as: cunning old fox, a bit of a bitch, screened though it became last century by the tragic
eagle-eyed, made a pig of myself, feathering his own events of the holocaust and the like—leads to vitally
nesL.. We find such expressions in all languages and, as important aspects of child study. Letting the pioneer
may be seen from the above Anglo-Saxon examples, Wddorf teachers down gently, he introduced them
they belong linguistically not to the varnish, paint and already before the opening of school to physiological
stucco of foreign invaders daubed onto the fagade of features that would indicate the nature of the child's
our vocabulary, but to the original timbered framework temperament.- For Steiner, the metaphysical aspect of
o f t h e l a n g u a g e . t h e f o u r t e m p e r a m e n t s w a s s o m e t h i n g t h a t n e e d e d

The horrifying crimes of the last century that were carrying over into modem thinking from the
perpetuated against people because of their physical knowledge that derived from Greek and Medieval
background (heredity, family etc.) made pointed tradition, making it one of the several indispensable
reference to such matters essentially taboo for decades. pedagogical tools of the teacher. He linked its
And the flood waters of 'ethnic cleansing'—alas that educational relevance to the manner in which each
such diametric opposites as c/eansing and c/ea/i should temperament showed interest in and maintained
have the same linguistic root!—show precious little interest in a particular topic. This is an absorbing and
signs of abating. One might equally wonder what valuable study in itself which ideally needs to be
progress we are making to overcome residual attitudes launched already during teacher training and
from the days when 'racism' was rife. When its ugly continually overhauled in teacher education,
head subsides in one place, it rears up in another. Tme, But leaving this distinctive feature of Waldorf
we keep making efforts to repair the catch on the lid of pedagogy at a mere mention, the aspect of child study I
the offensive Jack-in-the-box, but we never seem to intend to tum to here is that of large- and small-
realise that it's its jpring that needs removing, and that headedness (a) because it is potentially more
unless we can do that, no catch will ever be strong controversial and therefore needs to be embarked upon
enough to hold permanently. with the kind of delicacy that has been referred to; (b)

But fragile does not mean untouchable, ltdoes mean because it is atheme which Steiner related to the deeper
delicate handling; and there are some helpful aspects of the child's nature—^the child's nature
precedents. Therefore, on the assumption that attitudes arguably being the comer-stone of Waldorf; and (c)

ecause i comes poignantly into the same category of The pedagogical treatment was as follows. For the
cuiren resê c as mentioned above. cosmic child: give particular encouragement to "the

obvious at subjects more connected with thought... history,
ŝ sig an e po arities which Steiner indicated in geography, literature etc." In doing this, Steiner urgedthe tour tempeîents. In empirical research recently the teachers "not to stay in the realm of thoughts and^ J journal Personality and Individual contemplation". This meant that, for in.stance. when

Dŵrenceŝn rq̂ned last year in The Independent "teaching history, you will need to... imbue the lessons2 eptem r 000), the size of head was connected, with strong personal interest... Geology becomes quite
not surpnsingly, with IQ. The psychologists carrying fascinating when the teacher has a deep and
out the rêarch were connected with the University of sympathetic understanding for the various rocks and
Western Ontano. 'Hteir findings were based on the stones that s/he describes". Steiner acknowledged that
measurements of width, height and length of the upper this would be difficult in many cases—he was talking
head, measurements which were then correlated with to highly educated people in an age when academia
the results of intelligence tests that the respondents was certainly not leading down this track. But, he
were asked to undertake. In a nutshell, the insisted, "it is actually the case that what we impart with
consistencies revealed by the figures were: large feeling, fosters the growth ofthe child's own inner life."
heads, more intelligent; stnall heads, less intelligent. Teaching which remained in the realm of ideas was
However, tme to scientific discipline, the researchers comparatively dead, leaving 'reflected pictures' which
also reported on what seems to be an inconsistency, called on the child to work only with the head; whereas
namely that head/le/g/iz was "negatively correlated material treated in the way that Steiner was
withlQ .This already tempts one tojoin the suspicious recommending would "reach what is found in the
camp whose argument is perhaps best summarised as: blood"—̂ thus having great significance for the "here
the cars inside large garages are not necessarily always and now". It was in such ways, not only in the more
large. What gives cause for further surprise, and seems obvious subjects of arts and crafts, that Steiner sought
to have escaped other commentators, is that only IQ to imbue the education with qualities that would result
tests were applied. What about Emotional Quota ? Has in the pupils making relationships to the practical life.
Daniel Goleman's work made so little impression? The treatment for the 'earthly' type led toward the
Perhaps a clue may be found in a comment in the last arts— f̂or example, painting, music and eurythmy.
paragraph of the article in which the research was 'Try to help [such children] appreciate music that
reported: "One consolation for small-headed men is passes over... from the melancholic minor into major."
that, although size can matter, not all 16cm men are And foreseeing the problem here: "Even where a child
necessarily geniuses. Indeed some may well be fat- shows very little talent for these, we should take the
heads in the more traditional sense of the word" (my greatest pains to call forth the little he has."
emphasis). Leaving aside that to ignore EQ in such an How different is this approach from one where we
exercise may be a small-headed thing to do—^perhaps stream children according to those subjects they are
the researchers would care to make the data of their'top best at. Presumably, that kind of streaming tends to
storeys'available?—letustumatthispoint towards the force the two types to extremes: the cosmic type to be
t r a i l t h a t S t e i n e r b l a z e d . t o o w i t h h e l d , t o o u p i n t h e a i r ( u n p r a c t i c a l ?

In doing so it will be instructive to consider next a unworkable?airyfairy?otherworldly?removed?);the
point Steiner made in lectures he gave to the original earthly type to be in danger of becoming too entrapped
Waldorf teachers in June 1921. The school had been in matter, too down to earth (dully pragmatic?
running for some two years, during which regular uninspiring? sparkless? bureaucratically r̂ -taped?).
teachers' meetings, child studies, visits by Steiner to We may also take it, from Steiner's indication, tiiat he
classes, and educational lectures had taken place. As had no fears that the two types would lose their natural
part of such 'best practice', the end of the school year bent, no fears of identity changes from one extreme to
was a natural time to take stock. Assessment in sober the other, that 'the second state of that man would be
style. This was the setting in which Steiner came to worse than the first'. Nor is he veering towards the
speak of two 'types' of children that showed polar vapid concept of'balancing out'. It is more a question
opposite tendencies, each type requiring differing of jMpp/c/ne/iftng than balancing out. But however one
pedagogical treatment. He termed these polar types . reflects on the indications, the teachers'task increases,
'cosmic' and 'earthly'. The cosmic child could be both in substance and in responsibility,
recognised physiologically by a "plastic forming of the
head"; the earthly child had "a plastic moulding of the Objective observation
rest of the organism, notably the limbs". It is becoming more and more widely known that
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Steiner s spiritual-scientific inner discipline meant that
it could be decades before he gave out the 'tried and
tested fruits of his research. It doesn't take much
arithmetic to realise that the initial spadeworkof all his
research must have taken place in the last quarter of the
19th cenmry. Furthermore, if there is one key-stone to
his whole corpus, it is surely his concept of the
threefold nature of the human being, something to
which he himself returned time and again, always in
new guises—^as in, for instance, "By far the most
important thing to aim for in our whole cultivation of
school health is that the teacher absorbs right into his
very flesh and blood a feeling for the threefold nature
of the human organism."

Steiner was speaking at a teachers' meeting at the
Waldorf School at which the school doctor, Dr Kolisko,
was also present. It was the occasion on which Steiner
pointed out that all children belong either to the type in
which the nerve-sense organism is not in order, or the
opposite: the metabolic-limbs organisation. He goes
on to exhort the teachers "to develop a potential for
noticing how the children express themselves so that
this reveals to you what you have to do with the child to
bring its health into complete balance." Steiner gave
what amounted to a lecturette, indicating the medical
treatment for these predominances where they become
too extreme, at the same time making it clear that it was
not just the concem of the school doctor: "...every
teacher should develop an eye for these things."

For the teacher, there were symptoms that one or the
other polarity was not in order. The laige-headed child
could be too red-faced and lack the ability to
discriminate mentally; while the small-headed child
was often pale-faced and weak in imagination and
synthetic thought. Again, the teacher's opportunity
was to support both types in overcoming then-
weakness. In observing their symptoms, adjusting
their pedagogy accordingly and providing suitable
activities for the two types, the teacher would be
working "prophylactically".

Unless one bears in mind that Steiner is always
talking about whole-class teaching, one might be
inclined to argue that there is an incipient danger in this
approach, namely: in fostering the weaker sides of the
child's natine, the teacher is ipso facto neglecting the
child's strengths with the consequence that neglect
might lead to atrophy.

Three considerations will help to allay this fear. The
first is relatively obvious to anyone familiar with the
classroom: in practice, the teacher just won't neglect a
pupil's strengths. The promising painter's paintings are
going to get plenty of teacher-praise and admiration
fix»m the rest of the class. While similarly, the talented
draughtsman, or the very skilled embroiderer, or the

quick-to-grasp grammarian will constantly be having
their fair share of spotlight. At the same time, school life
will not be a somewhat boring sinecure for the specially
gifted, after which they can't wait to get home to their
lavish programmes of entertainment. Yes, they will hoe
and tend the crops in the well cultivated fields, but
equally, yes, they will deep plough the fallow field as
part of the way towards a better future.

Secondly, one should not lose sight of the fact that in
whole-class teaching, each pupil is tuned in the whole
time. While the teacher is making efforts to 'reach' the
small-headed type—and has them particularly in
mind—the large-headed type, through the process of
individuation, are soaking up her pedagogical
approach because it is their 'natural 'element. And vice
v e r s a .

Thirdly, there is the perspective of neuro
psychology. The by now orthodox thinking about the
brain will detect that in Steiner's small- and large-
headed types are qualities related to the right and left
hemispheres. Right-hemisphered thinking bears a
resemblance to large-headed; left-hemisphered
thinking bears aresemblance to small-headed. If one of
these hemispheres is by nature stronger, supporting the
other hemisphere does not only have significance in
itself: it gives added support across to the other side of
the brain.

It is somewhat puzzling that, in an age where various
aspects of the physical body loom so large in life, we
should be squeamish about too much reference to the
physical nature of child development. Perhaps,
encouraged by the endless care that Steiner took over
such matters, we who are at the chalk face can
strengthen our work by making detailed observations
and taking direct action as a result.

Brien Masters has been involved in education at all
levels of the Steiner sector for over forty years. His
main publications comprise resource material for
classroom use—readers, poetry, songs. Dr Masters'
world-wide lecturing and workshopsfocus principally
on educational themes, music and the development of
human consciousness as seen in the light of
anthroposophy.

1 Even after identifying cattle feed containing animal protein
as the cause of BSE, the problem continued, as the feed was
'dumped' on-and, of course, cheaply bought by-German
farmers, thus spreading the disease to hitherto unaffected
areas, (see Independent 25 Nov 2000).
2 Many other features, too, as an inspection of the lectures
quickly reveals. 1 have chosen the temperaments here, since
the topic can give rise to more subjective reactions than
others, and therefore fits well into the category of 'fragility'
needing tactful handling.

Commemorating the Centenary
of Karl Julius Schroer—
Educationist and teacher of
Rudolf Steiner
by DAVID WOOD
The 16th December 2000 marked the 100th even when later generations have to apply it to
anniversary of the death of Karl Julius Schroer entirely new conditions." {The Riddle of Man,
(1825-1900)—Rudolf Steiner's great teacher. Chapterti.)
Schroer has become particularly well-known in our The following piece by K. J. Schroer is from the
time due to his efforts in collecting and publishing first edition of Questions of Education (pp.94-110);
the Oberufer Christmas Plays. In addition, his it is a write-up ofa lecture entitled Some thoughts on
remarkable and prolific Goethe studies may also be the imagination and the teaching of the German
counted among his most enduring literary legacies. language, originally delivered in Vienna on the 8th
^These studies include detailed introductions and July 1870, to the XIX General Conference of
commentaries on Faust and the other Goethean German Teachers. We now present it in English,
dramas, as well as the sublime little book, Goethe with additional sub-headings, as a small
and Love (now available in English translation, commemoration of the centenary anniversary
Mercury Press, New York, 2000). mentioned above. And thus 100 years after Karl

However, one aspect of Schroer's work that has Julius Schrder's death, may his educational ideas
received surprisingly little attention are his writings and ideals continue to bear fruit!
on education. In the 1870s, as a result of many years
of teaching activity at schools and colleges in David Wood is Australian. He is at present engaged
Pressburg (Bratislava), Budapest and Vienna, in research into the life and work of Schroer at
Schroer published a collection of 28 essays entitled University College Dublin. He is co-editor of the
Questions of Education (Unterrichtsfragen newsletter Schroer Studies. Anyone interested in
SallmayerundComp., Vienna 1873; 2nd ed, 1876). receiving a copy should contact him at e-mail:
This little volume covered a vast array of SchroerStudies@another.com
educational issues, and was later called by Steiner
"one of the pearls of pedagogical literature". Yet the o u
book is still virtually entirely unknown despite, for Schroer S Essay—translated by David
example, Rudolf Steiner further praising it in his Wood
autobiography—where he relates how the book and
his numerous discussions with Schroer were a Imagination—the fount of education
decisive influence on the development of his own Georg Gervinus has said of Goethe: "What is so
educational views. Because K. J. Schroer's ideas remarkable about him, and works in an altogether
were directly forged out of his extensive and poetic manner, is that energetic imagination and
practical experiences, Rudolf Steiner believed they youthful spirit of which there is hardly any trace in
could be successfully applied far beyond the Austria our old and withered world, in our latest inherently
of that time. Thus 40 years after Questions of intellectual generation.—This kind of imagination
Education was published Steiner could still write: is only powerfully present in a select few, yet
"What one may nowadays term obsolete in this manifests itself so strongly in Goethe, that
work from 1876 does not really come into according to Schiller's testimony all his cognitive
consideration in regard to such a lively art of forces were concentrated upon this single goal. In
thinking. This art of thinking which has its basis in a other words, we also recognise here that unique
rich life experience continues to remain fruitful, characteristic of naive poetry, that Schiller
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considered lo be ihe highest, and which humanity
will po.ssess in the future; a period where
eonceptums become universalised. and genuine
feelings are granted validity. For this is really the
poet's ultimate prize, explaining why the light and
warmth ol poetry are able to penetrate into every
sphere, while philosophy and history can gain no
access. Thus Schiller was entirely right when he
said: "the poet is the true human being, compared
with which the philosopher is merely a caricature."
(History ofGennan Poetry. V. p.496.)

if we consider this significant passage of that
outstanding literary' historian from the point of view
of the educator, then we must surely be amazed at
how closely tho.se lofty talents of Goethe coincide
with what is nowadays demanded of education, or
more precisely, with what is demanded of the
teacher. If theory is to wrench it.self free from the
ossification into which it has plunged, as is justly
demanded on all sides, then the educator requires an
extremely lively talent for teaching—which can
only be gained from immediate and practical
conceptions. These conceptions must not be one
sided. but necessarily of such a kind as to allow all
the forces of the spirit—not merely the intellect—to
be active as a whole, and which we especially find in
young flourishing minds. The harmonious co
operation of all our spiritual forces bestows upon the
imagination that remarkable energy we .so admire in
Goethe, and which is only powerfully present in our
"old and withered world" in very few people. If the
deadening nature of an ossified theory transports the
pupil's spirit into a stale of suffering receptivity,
then the living activity of the teacher indicated
above sympathetically awakens his full and active
interest. Thus, nothing more is demanded of the
teacher than a particular state of soul—the aesthetic
state—described by Schiller in his Letters on the
Ae-tthetic Education of Man. Here the senses and
spirit are held in balance, to thereby bring about
equilibrium in the individual. "All other conceptual
forms divide up the human being because they are
either exclusively founded on the sense or spiritual
part of his being. The aesthetic conception alone
makes h im whole , s ince i t must harmonise both

aspects of his nature." —^Schiller also specifically
tenns this "happy middle" mood of soul: a "free
state", because while in it both powers—spirit and
n a t u r e — a n n u l o n e a n o t h e r, s u c h t h a t t h e w i l l
becomes neither physically nor morally
necessitated or determined. It is really nothing else
but that particular mood of soul we mar\ el at in the
ancient Greeks, and of which there scarcely exists
anv trace in our lifeless and arid intellectual world.

save in souls like Goethe, who stand before the
world with living, childlike, loving and Joyful
s e n s e s .

Stones or bread?
It is of the greatest importance to cultivate this
"happy middle" state of soul. It is present as a
unified seed in the child, who.se spiritual forces are
still undivided, lending that liappiness to its nature
that we envy, and which does not return again. It also
holds sway at the heights of humanity, where
spiritual forces are evenly and indivisibly formed
without any predominance of the intellect or .sen.ses.
for example—in the arti.st. Here the harmonious
alertness of the collective spiritual forces
overcomes all natural drives and every desire for
possession and pleasure, as well as that one-sided
aspect of our spirit that is only directed towards the
purposes of things. The senses lend a lustre to the
reflective spirit as soon as all desirousness has
withdrawn. Our spiritual nature then transforms this
into innocent delight, for in the initial beholding of
things it forgoes the question regarding their
purposefulness for us. Viewing puiposefulness as
usefulness is to consider only one of its sides, and
only occupies one aspect of our spirit. In the view
outlined here the total sum of all jointly working
forces eliminates the one-sided prejudices of the
spirit or senses. —For in teaching, every one-sided
intellectual activity transforms any subject—be it
the most living and spirited—into an indigestible
stony mass. As a consequence, our youth arc then
supplied with stones instead of bread, a meal
naturally impossible to change into flesh and blood,
and like in life is therefore cast out undigested; a fact
also learnt by closely examining with unvarnished
eyes that broad fabric of our education—the
c u r r i c u l u m .

For instance, the torment starts in the very first
lesson, when the child has to comprehend—a thing
entirely irrelevant and unintere.^iting to it!—that a
word is composed of different sounds, or more
precisely, of vowels and consonants. And when
there then follows every kind of reading method, we
label them using such biu-baric terms as "spelling"
or "to sound", or even "to syllable"! In any event
here a healthy outlook always grasps more, because
the form of the word is comprehended more quickly
and readily as a whole than by using the methods
above. This is especially true if the word is pictorial,
for this greatly enhances understanding and
c o m m u n i c a t i o n .

Also particularly frustrating is that instrument of
torture for vouthful minds that goes under the name

Hm flwo
n i f m

"Bread, not stones": narrative material in Lower
School history (and other) lessons—here in Class
5—forms a large part of the educational 'diet'
(topi.
A / 7-\ear-old's colour impression of Beethoven's
5th Symphony {bottom).

of "grammar". Here things are
taught that are not only
absolutely without value for
scholars and a nightmare for the
lay person, but which have been
fashioned into entire systems by
pedantic natures convinced of
their usefulness. These systems
h a v e b e e n c a l l e d ( r a t h e r
impol i te ly) "a profundi ty
inappropriate for uncivili.sed
mind.s".—We are referring of
course to the hair-splitting
grammatical analysis carried out
in our primary schools. The

" n-. T- painful demeanour of the pupil
w h e n f a c e d w i t h t h e s e

operations is only apparently
transformed into an active task,

if one is fortunate enough to put the answer into his
mouth when asking the question, or by all manner of
trickery in the attempt to humour him. Thus the
teacher is often in the same position as a dentist who
has to extract a tooth from the child, carrying out all
.sorts of different antics to distract him. just so that he
will sit still! —In all truth, it is no small matter to
teach a village lad how to make "complex sentences
containing similar kinds of adverbial clauses"; or
how one "expresses the adverbial clauses of
principal, concessive and conditional clauses in the
form of a question". The young lad would surely
prefer to have a tooth extracted than to be taught
such things! Here he is overcome by anxiety and
cold-sweats at the very thought! However, in his
modesty he will believe: he possesses no talent for
the subject. And yet we must confess: he did not lack
the talent, but the fault lay with the schooling, that
literally barred any access to a clear judgment of the
facts.This occurred because we allowed the mind to

aimlessly flay about in abstractions, which the child
had to memorise without any real participation on
his part.

A child's joy in language
Should we continue further, and see how education
deals with a subject that should only evoke pleasure,
delight and blissful elevation—we mean, how it
deals with poetry? Even more so than with the
teaching of language, which will be discussed in
more detail below, the pupil brings with it the
greatest receptivity for poetry. In song, games and
dance, the rhythm of language has already become a
valuable source of aesthetic pleasure. In countless
children's games (often combined in a wholly
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nonscnsictU manner), we discover rhythmical
word-lormalions.Thisjustifiesihe leaching of these
rhythmical series of words in the classroom, or even
their inclusion in children's books of ABC, as
Heinrich Deinhardl has done. Later the class will
fondly recall these with looks of delight in their
eyes. And this is even more the case with songs,
ballads and numerous kinds of poems, which are
certainly not lacking in our present cultural epoch.

Yet what are we to do when metrics and poetics
are formally taught as a subject in the higherclasses,
often in accordance with a handbook, so that the
young become incapable of any true enjoyment of
the poet? Or when one also believes the higher
classes must be taught the history of literature, a
subject naturally dependent on completeness, so
that in the end the pupil can't see the forest for the
trees! That is, the pupil is taught poetics and the
history of literature to facilitate an enjoyment of the
poet, yet doesn't view the aesthetic enjoyment in the
subject itself, but in the completeness of the
numerous facts to be examined! —As long as
memorisation is emphasised he will only be left
with fixed opinions and a crude appreciation of the
different poetic styles and writers, yet it is the
natural freshness of the subject that should be
brought to the fore! —This is the educational
predicament we find ourselves in if we are unable to
raise ourselves up to those heights, or are incapable
of maintaining that open attitude which freely holds
the balance between the spirit and the senses.

In reality, this is what culture boldly demands of
the teacher. —It asks him to represent an ideal, to be
the highest human being, as Schiller does of the
poet; it is an ideal embodied in Goethe, with the
philosopher merely a caricature in comparison.

Now. once a person recognises an ideal as one
fulfilling his aspirations, it can and will never be loo
lofty for him. We also mustn't forget that the
demand to revitalise our conceptions and rekindle
our enthusiasm by aspiring to the heights of great
men must not be confused with the demand to be
their equal.

T h e t e a c h e r m u s t s t r i v e f o r a d i r e c t a n d

unprejudiced view of reality, to give assistance in
turn to immediate conceptions. What is required is
an energetic immersion in the subject with one's
entire soul out of a love of truth, not out of self-

seeking or external compulsion. Yet compulsion
must be applied if one demands a knowledge
f o u n d e d o n m e m o r i s a t i o n a l o n e .

Fichte wonderfully discusses this point in his
Speeches to the German Nation (2nd speech). He
says, "It is a soul-burden and not a soul-activity if

the memory alone is called into action: and thus it is
not surprising to behold the pupil's great
unwillingness in this regard. The acquaintance with
wholly foreign and entirely uninteresting things is
then a poor substitute for this burden. We therefore
have to allay the pupil's aversion with the promise
this knowledge may be of use in the future; or that
sKccess and a livelihood can only be won bv means
of it—yet only after overcoming the threat of
punishment or recompense. We see that in order to
make an impact upon the pupil here, knowledge is
stressed from the outset as the setvant of our
sensible well-bein^. Yet this kind of education is
powerless for the development of a moral life—in
fact, it increases and contributes to the pupil's moral
ruin, with his interests added to the interests of this
ruin." We also arrived at this result in our earlier
reflections: 'The development of the spiritual
abilities alone should be at the basis of education,
inflaming a desire for pure knowledge as such,
while a slate of suffering receptivity lames and
stifles all knowledge and moral sensibility from the
very start." —For "its destructiveness consists in the
fact that only the pupil's sensible well-being is
promoted, and it does this by stimulating a fear or
hope for this same well-being, whether in a present
or future existence."

"In the place of that self-love—we must foster
and further a different kind of love, one that
immediately and willingly proceeds onto the good,
absolutely as such and out of its own inner nature."

For what kind of child would be one who only
learned so that it wouldn't be punished, or so it got
good grades, or to receive future scholarly fame and
fortune!? In our old and withered world, in which
the generations are already horn intellectual,
wouldn't we have to prefer the unruly child to such
an all-too-clever child, one who looked beyond
these considerations and just followed the strong
i n c l i n a t i o n s o f h i s b l o o d ? T h u s , h o w d o w e

engender that unassuming love of the true that is
devoid of self-seeking and captivates the senses, yet
also energetically stimulates all the soul-forces of
our youth? Moreover, how do we acquire that
youthful freshness of spirit innate in the ancient
Greeks, and which appears to be reborn in Goethe
himself? Lastly, how do we elevate ourselves to that
aesthetic conception, which establishes the happy
medium between spirit and nature?

Lifelong learning
Let us again cast a glance into the domain of
education, where we can unfortunately see how it
isn't to be done. Only after we have started from the

Karl Julius Schrder (1825-1900)

correct presuppositions, will we perhaps derive
those guiding principles enabling us to fulfil the
demands out l ined here, —I cannot discuss how,
within the debates concerning the organisation of
our school.s, education is frequently considered in
an external and superficial manner, as a quantity
able to be arbitrarily divided up. According to this
view the "correct allocation of the leaching hours"
is the main thing! Yet, how wc arc to skilfully teach
all the best and most desirable subjects while
making sure the individuality of the pupil—which
should be harmoniously developed as a unified
whole—is not overwhelmed, oppressed and
confused, this is deemed to be of lesser importance!

1 also cannot go into the trouble that results when
the different educational institutions proceed in this
fashion along their own separate paths, and never at
any lime consider education as a whole. —I will
only mention the training of primary school
teachers. There we unfortunately behold how the
words of the schoolmaster or instruction textbook
continue to dominate! "For what is printed in black
and white, can safely be taken home." Here we find
the quantum of knowledge demanded by the State
dispensed in compendia; and once the teacher has
imbibed it we say he is finished. On account of
completeness these books commonly contain a

great deal more than can be taught; nevertheless, the
requirements usually asked in total of the teacher are
in reality exceedingly small. Of course, for the
examinations the requirements are perhaps
infinitely and intolerably large; yet as demands
asked of the teacher himself, who should desire to
have a life-long and permanent relation to the fount
of his knowledge if his teaching is not to become
sterile—they are actually futile and worthless. —Or
does anyone believe the quantum of knowledge
demanded of the teacher is sufficient to last a human
life-time? Of course it isn't, and we shouldn't then be
surprised when a teacher who believes he possesses
"what is needed for the classroom" presumes he is a
capable teacher at 18-20 years of age; or when he
becomes engrossed in all sorts of private interests
and pursuits in the course of life, to discover his
teaching is immune to advancement and his
knowledge unable to be broadened. Such a teacher
is today, just as he is tomorrow, and will be the same
in yetu-s to come. Why does he need to learn more,
especially if he has attended a "good teacher
training college"?! —The peasant farmer daily
gathers experiences, and will never exhaust the
knowledge of his profession; and yet the teacher is
supposed to be "finished and complete" at 20 years
of age! Every other profession demands a further
development of its views and conceptions.
Shouldn't this also be true of the teaching
profession?

Absolutely. The teacher must never believe his
knowledge to be sufficient and closed; closed
knowledge is dead knowledge, and as soon as he
thinks it suffices, it will harden. All living
knowledge generated by a direct and immediate
conception is not only capable, but in need of
infinite expansion. Acontinuous and joyous interest
in knowledge, as well as the desire to communicate
it, uplifts the teacher, granting him the necessary
vitality of soul.

Yet so as not to be misunderstood, we have

certainly demarcated a boundary here between the
knowledge demanded of .scholars, and the
knowledge required of the teacher. Such a boundary
naturally comes into existence as soon as we realise
the former knowledge is directed at solving the
problems of science—whereas the latter is
concerned with the problems of life. Life itself and
everyday experience must be the inexhaustible
s o u r c e f r o m w h i c h t h e t e a c h e r d r a w s h i s

knowledge. And hence, what is above all necessary
for teaching is that the teacher becomes capable of
t h i s !

{To be continued)
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Stress and the Waldorf Teacher:
towards pre-emption through
understanding
by RICHARD HOUSE
I n t r o d u c t i o n
While the question of stress has received a great deal
of research attention within education in general,
there exists very little of substance in the published
Waldorf literature on the stresses that might be
specific to the Waldorf teacher's experience. A
central feature of this article is its attempt to assess
which aspects of the Waldorf teacher's workload are
less stressful than that of the mainstream non-
Waldorf teacher, and which aspects are distinctively
different from those of the non-Waldorf teacher.

The article will hopefully be useful to both existing
and prospective Waldorf teachers in highlighting
those demands peculiar to Waldorf teaching, some
foreknowledge of which will surely help them to pre
empt the more challenging aspects of those stresses.
It may also interest disillusioned non-Waldorf
teachers, many of whom are widely reported to be
quitting their profession, and who might well
embrace Waldorf teaching with enthusiasm if it could
be demonstrated that, overall, Waldorf teaching
offers teachers a significantly less stressful working
environment compared with the non-Waldorf sector.

The article draws upon qualitative questionnaire
survey data from British Waldorf teachers, with its
main focus being on the class teacher—though other
types of teacher did also respond to the survey.

Background issues
It is useful to begin with a cautionary note about the
very notion of 'stress' itself. A number of both
academic and 'popular' commentators have not only
displayed a considerable dose of scepticism as to
whether 'stress' is a meaningful 'scientific' concept,
but have even questioned its very existence as a valid
concept. One Waldorf class teacher, for example, sent
me a recent article from the Guardian newspaper
(3/1/01, supplement, p. 10) entitled 'Stressed?...',
which reported the provocative views of "maverick
psychologists" that "feeling bad at work is normal";
that "we're turning into a nation of emotional
hypochondriacs"; and that "People feel 'stressed'
b̂ ause they believe in the first place that feeling

stressed is a legitimate condition... Without such a
belief, the subjective feeling is not possible". I must
say at the outset that I am very sympathetic to any
approach which dares to challenge ttdce-for-granted,
culturally fashionable norms—and there is no doubt
that 'stress' has become a very fashionable 'catch-all'
term which may, at least in some usages, obscure at
least as much as it reveals about challenging human
experience. At its worst, uncritical, culturally
fashionable cliches can certainly actively create
subjective experience and constrain it along certain
lines such that it can become very difficult not to think
about our experience in certain culturally determined
ways.'"

It is clearly important to be alert to this danger, then,
when investigating the phenomenon of 'stress', and
not necessarily to accept it uncritically as an
unproblematic given of modem human experience.
Concomitantly, we should also be open to the way in
which 'stress discourse' might 'socially construct'
the very ways in which we think about and
conceptualise our own subjective experience. But 1
think it would be equally unhelpful simply to reject
the validity of 'stress' as some socially constructed
myth of the modem imagination—for its very
cultural existence and comparatively sudden
emergence within modem discourse must surely be
an important reflection of something. The cmcial
question, of course, then becomes: a reflection of
w h a t i

The consideration of stress that is specific to the
teaching profession is hardly a new phenomenon: for
over a quarter of a centuiy there has been voluminous,
world-wide empirical research into the question, with
results that have consistently found that teaching is
indeed a profession peculiarly susceptible to stress—
and for a whole range of (complexly interrelated)
reasons (see Further Reading section). What does
appear to be new, however, is the quite unprecedented
degree of stress that teachers within mainstream
(state) education have been suffering in recent
years—certainly within the UK. The press and
broadcast media have reported ever-escalating

numbers of horror stories about the manifold stresses
that teachers are under, with particular prominence
being given to a seemingly irreversible recmitment
crisis, the advent of the school 'four-day week', and a
number of highly distressing teacher-suicides which
seem to have been directly related to a pernicious
'surveillance culture' which is arguably de-
professionalising and 'infantilising' a generation of
teachers (principally via the infamous Office for
Standards in Education—OFSTED).'-'

In my own work as an NHS counsellor in general
medical practice, I have in recent years worked with
a numbers of teachers who have had to retire early on
health grounds, sometimes on the verge of emotional
breakdown; and it has seemed to me on hearing these
distressing stories that there is something quite
fundamentally wrong within the teaching profession,
that has been, and continues to be, expediently (or
even cynically?) ignored by politicians and policy
makers alike. Yet it would be naive necessarily to
assume that, in comparison, the Steiner (Waldorf)
sector is relatively immune from teacher stress.
Certainly, before researching this article my own
anecdotal experience from talking with Waldorf
teachers had been that they commonly find their work
demanding... but in what precise ways 'demanding'
or 'stressful' seems to have received little if any
systematic consideration in the Waldorf literature.

The really interesting questions then become, first:
to what extent there might be systematic differences
between the nature of the demands upon, and stresses
experienced by, Waldorf and non-Waldorf teachers;
and second, the extent to which stress in teaching is a
universal, cultural phenomenon which ail-
pervasively cuts across all teaching settings, rather
than being predominantly an artefact of the relentless
'modernising utilitarianism' which has swept
through the maintained sector in recent years
(starting with the introduction of the National
Curriculum in 1988). It was in part to address these
important questions that the research reported below
was conducted.

The research survey
In early December 2000 I compiled a 'stress
questionnaire', three copies of which I sent to each of
the 18 established Waldorf schools in Britain. In the

covering letter I wrote that "I am currently
conducting some research on the vocational stresses
experienced by Waldorf teachers, and to this end I am
conducting a questionnaire survey to gather
information for an article on 'Stress and the Waldorf
teacher'... I would be most grateful if you would draw
the questionnaire to the attention of your teachers at

the next College meeting, to see if any would like to
complete the questionnaire". Respondents were
assured of total confidentiality if they required it:...
"Please be assured that the article will be written in
such a way that it will be impossible to identify any
individual's responses to the questionnaire. Do
please state if you'd prefer not to be quoted
anonymously [in the article]".

It is crucial to emphasise the methodologically
limited nature of this survey. The 14 completed
questionnaires which I received were clearly not
anything approaching a statistically random or
representative sample: rather, the sample is entirely
self-selected, and in this sense it cannot be assumed
accurately to represent the generality of Waldorf
teachers' views about and experience of stress in their
jobs. A far more methodologically sophisticated
sampling design would be required to obtain such
results. However, what the survey can legitimately be
used for is to provide impressionistic, suggestive
indications of at least some of the concerns of at least
some Waldorf teachers—indications which could,
for example, then provide guidelines for further
research in this area, or provide the basis for
discussions within schools about how the demands of
the working environment might be more successfully
managed.

Summary statistics of respondents

Gender: 8 males, 6 females

Age: 30-39 years: 6
40-49 years: 7
50-59 years: 1

Average age: 43 years

Number of years in all teaching:
0-5 years: 3
6-10 years: 2
Over 10 years: 9

Number of years as a Waldorf teacher:
0-5 years: 6
6-10 years: 3
Over 10 years: 5

Average years in all teaching: 13 years

Average years as a Waldorf teacher: 8 years

Number of sample with non-Waldorf teaching
experience: 9
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Type of teacher:
Kindergarten: 4
Class Teacher: 9

Upper School: 3
Specialist: 2
P a r t - t i m e : 2

(Totals sum to more than 14 due to dual/multiple roles
of some teachers.)

R e s u l t s

Question 1: What do you consider to be the most
stressful aspects of your work as a Waldorf
t e a c h e r ?

A cons iderab le number o f ' s t ressors ' were
mentioned. Most frequently raised (with eight
mentions) was parental expectations/criticisms.
There were seven mentions each for general teaching
demands and workload, and the "polities' and
inefficiencies of the collegiate system. There were
five mentions each for level of pay/salaries and
paucity of resources/poor working conditions.
Finally, three mentions each were received for
criticisms/conflicts with colleagues and covering for
absentee colleagues.

Some interesting comments were:
• Many consider our schools as altemative so they

may find conventional authority, respect and
discipline hard concepts.

• We sell a 'wonderful' system—might this make
parental expectations too unrealistic?

• When starting out one does not have the experience
to put parents' unrealistic expectations and
excessive worries in perspective.

• Stressor: a lack of a proper framework in which to
deal with parental criticism.

• Work with children does not give stress, unlike in
the state sector—rather, parents and colleagues are
the source of stress!

It is interesting to note that four potential Waldotf-
specific sources of stress only received one mention
each—i.e. holding the mood of the class; difficulties
in negotiating needs-based salaries; organising
festivals; and carrying children 'in spirit'.

Question 2: What personal ^coping strategies', if
any, do you deliberately follow in order to help
mitigate the effects of teaching stress?
Respondents listed no less than 25 different coping
strategies, just five of which were mentioned three
times or more: viz. meditation (five mentions); and
three mentions each for varied leisure time interests:

walking (e.g. recreationally, or to and from school);
sharing with and seeking support from others; and
swimming. Clearly, it is important that teachers find
their own preferred coping mechanisms, which will
reflect their interests, available opportunities and
their particular personality/temperament.

Question 3: Are there existing institutional
mechanisms within the school which you think
help to ameliorate teacher stress? And what
additional institutional mechanisms might
further help to alleviate stress?
Five respondents answered 'no' to this question. Of
those who answered 'yes', two factors received three
mentions each— n̂amely, the support provided by the
College of Teachers, and mentoring or 'co-
colleagueship' practices.

Several respondents suggested potentially helpful
innovations they would like to see—namely:
• more creative work to facilitate trust between the

teachers and respect for opinions;
• a buffer between the teachers and the responsibility

of day-to-day mnning of the school—allowing
them to get on with their teaching;

• someone the parents could turn to as a mediator;
• proper line management structure and proper

monitoring of management.

Other interesting statements:
• Collegial support is essential. We have a college

retreat once a year and strive to make time for social
and artistic time together. This contributes to a
supportive environment to work in.

• A mandated system of task management is being
developed. Teacher/college meetings can be both
supportive and stressful. Doing break duties and
cleaning is stressful—^people should be employed
for this.

Question 4: What character qualities do you
consider are helpful for enabling the Waldorf class
teacher to deal adequately with the stresses of
teaching?
Respondents listed no less than 30 distinct qualities.
Those most frequently mentioned were patience and
a sense o f humour ( five men t ions each ) ;
determination/persistence, enthiisiastn/inspiration
and calmness/equanimity (four mentions each); and
adaptability/resourcefulness, committnent/dedication
and a phlegmatic temperament! (three mentions
each).

Question 5: Did your Waldorf Teacher IVaining

prepare you adequately for the stresses you
subsequently encountered as a Waldorf teacher?
yVnd if not, what could the course have done to
prepare you more adequately in this regard?
It was striking that no less than ten of the fourteen
respondents answered 'no' to this question (two with
added emphasis!), while just one answered 'yes'.
Here are a number of comments made:

• [There is a need to] make students more aware of
problems that might arise, [with] a course in coping
with people management.

• Journal work with counselling and biography work
would provide the necessaiy foundation of
preparation for teaching.

• The ideal of the child and Waldorf teaching, and its
perception in reality, are often poles apart...
Courses need time to fully explore the gulf between
the extremes—^which largely involves self-
understanding and self-development, so that the
necessary life skills can underpin the work of the
developing teacher.

• [I would have liked] more indications that working
at a deeper (soul-spiritual) level [with children]
makes other demands [on one].

• I don't believe any course can adequately prepare
one for the multi-faceted demands of being a
teacher, but education on self-health and sleep life
could be strengthened.

Question 6: What stress-relevant advice/counsel, if
any, would you offer to a new Waldorf class
teacher who was about to embark upon a first
teachingjob?
Nearly 30 distinct suggestions were made for the new
teacher. It is revealing to categorise these according to
whether they were more self- or environment-
focused—for just 4 of the 29 suggestions were
unambiguously concemed with actively engaging
with the environment of teaching (as opposed to being
directed at one's own personal attitudes, beliefs, self-
care etc.). These four suggestions were:

• saying 'no' to inappropriate 'extras' (two
mentions);

• not allowing oneself to be pestered by over-
demanding parents (two mentions);

• making firm boundaries for children; and
• addressing problems immediately they arise.

There were just four other suggestions which
received more than one mention—i.e.
• don't neglect your home/family life (five

mentions);

• prepare well in advance (three mentions);
• avoid perfectionism (two mentions); and
• seek good mentoring/supervision (two mentions).

Question 7: If you've also taught in the non-
Waldorf (e.g. state) sector, what differences are
there, if any, between the teaching stresses you
encountered there and those in the Waldorf
s e c t o r ?
This question elicited some very interesting
responses, and overall presented a very mixed,
complex picture. On the one hand, there were many
aspects of the state system which respondents
regarded as substantially more stressful than the
Waldorf environment—e.g. "a mechanistic soulless
curriculum"; the stress of larger classes (two
mentions); having to deal with more "damaged"
families; the boredom of teaching disaffected
students; exams detracting from the joy of learning;
far worse levels of pupil self-discipline; and the lack
of a shared, collective vision. On the other hand, one
respondentthe state system's clearer, more
'objective' framework for teaching; and four
respondents mentioned that the state schools' clearer
management structure did help to support the teacher.

A number of Waldorf-specific stresses were also
listed: viz. lack of money and time; more stressful
human relations (e.g. with colleagues); longer
meetings encroaching on preparation time; higher
expectations from parents; more mixed ability and
special needs demands; and being much more
involved in 'carrying the school'.

Some interesting quotations:
• In state teaching I found it to be more intellectual

and one was stressed in a different way. The
demands were more on the astral body. In Waldorf
the demands in the Lower School are more on the
life forces.

• An enormous difference—cavernous. I Jaught in a
comprehensive school in...—^synthetic classroom,
fixed syllabus and curricula. Stress there was
palpable, written across faces—especially
teachers. I've also taught [in a variety of other
settings]. Waldorf is the least stressful environment
I have worked in by far.

• [In state teaching] stress was due to too many
abstract concepts being driven home by the
teacher—result: teacher with fried brains only
alive by caffeine injection!!

Question 8: Any other comments
Here is a selection of additional comments offered by
respondents:
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1 did a four-year counselling
iraining... I have very strong
feelings from [this] training
about how we could improve
teacher training for Waldorf.
T h e W a l d o r f t e a c h e r c a n
become a martyr for the
cause . I do no t th ink th i . s
sacrificial gesture is healthy.
1 believe it is possible to be an
unstressed Waldorf teacher.
I feel that we often load our
o w n s t r e s s e s o n t o o u r

teaching work... [Waldorf
teaching involves] a real
sense of belonging to the
place and ser\'ing the insti
tution and the community
that it contains. The sense of

responsibility for the school
can lead one to take on extra
tasks... [which] can lead to
s t r e s s o v e r a n d a b o v e t h e

■normal ' amount. . . There is
more to be done than there is

time to do adequately.
"Stealing' time from... prep
a r a t i o n a n d m e d i t a t i v e w o r k

c a n t h e n l e a d t o i n c r e a s e d

s t r e s s b e c a u s e o n e f e e l s t h a t

one really isn't doing the
work properly...

' [ T h e r e i s ] t o o m u c h
a d h e r e n c e t o t h e ' o l d f a m i l i a r

ways'.... too much insularity
and lack of contact with the
" o u t s i d e w o r l d ' a n d o u r

teaching colleagues in other
branches of education...

• Stress [is] often of our own

making. People here have so

Parsifal's journey to the Grail castle—painting by a 17 year-old
(see article on p.24).

little appreciation of what life is really like 'OUT
THERE' in other schools... We are so lucky here,
a s a r e o i u " c h i l d r e n : b e a u t i f u l e n v i r o n m e n t s ,
flexible curricula, smaller teaching groups, no
"boss' mentality, a spiritual focus for our work,
longer holidays, supportive parents, and a more
healthy rhythm to our work.

Discussion and conclusions
The results reponed above largely speak for
themselves. The responses to quesdons 1.2 and 6 do
strongly suggest that teachers possibly feel relatively
powerless to effect changes in their 'external'

working environment, focusing instead on self-care
or self-change responses to the demands of their
work. One respondent even described how her work
as a Waldor f teacher was "a form of sacr ific ia l
service". Certainly, it seems that there are significant
levels of stress in Waldorf schools stemming from
difficulties with parental expectations, the collegiate
type of management suucture. in-school human
relations and low pay levels (though it is inleresUng
tliat the latter was mentioned less frequently than
might have been e.xpected).

However, these difficulties are arguably more ihtm
compensated for by the far greater educational

jicedoin ill Waldoif schools compared witii the slate
sector. Indeed, one class teacher wrote movingly that
he felt "bles.sed to be in my job, not stressed... it is a
^ronderful job. Maybe things would be easier with
more money, more staff and belter facilitie,s—but
maybe Ihcy wouldn't. 1 have worked In many jobs, as
you know—I count my blessings. I do hope you will
find some way of expressing the sheer joy to be had in
teaching in a Steiner .school".

Coda: A need for further re.search?
If. on reading this article, other Waldorf teachers were
interested in completing the 'stress questionnaire',
they can write to me at the address below for a copy,
or else simply complete the questions as set out above
and send the answers to me. Comments on the
article's findings would also be most welcome. If 1
receive sufficient of a response, 1 am very open to
writing an update/follow-up article for Steiner
Education. It would be particularly interesting to hear
from teachers in countries other than the UK, so that
international experience can be compared—and.
perhaps, international/global trends identified.

This article has been largely empirical and
descriptive rather than theoretical or analytical in
nature. There are a number of questions about the
'unconscious', emotional, spiritual and cultural
forces and pressures involved in teaching, and the
peculitu-ly distinctive stresses to which these give
rise, which I would also hope to explore in a future
art icle.
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BOOK REVIEWS true understanding. All young people need for their
development moments of stillness, of listening and

The Mathematical Brain bv Brian Butterworth reflecting on what has been experienced, accompanied
Macmillan 461 pages £20.00. ' ' by a reverent and serene attitude." (A Guide to Child

Health, Floris Books, 1990)
r/icMar/je/war/ca/Bram provides interesting scientific Butterworth s findings strongly support a school
support for some of the principles of Steiner education. cumculum model which is not based on a culture ofThe author, neuropsychologist Brian Butterworth, is speed but rather involves pupils in a real inner
mainly preoccupied with evidence supporting the experience of wrestling with new ideas, and new
h y p o t h e s i s t h a t w e a r e b o m w i t h a n i n n a t e l y , . , . .
mathematical sense, but he says his research was partly . Brain is another intriguing
inspired by the question of whether we could "improve reminder that Steiner education can be placed under
how well we understand mathematical ideas if the microscope of modem scientific research in
education system were to base its teaching more firmly education and come out with flying colours,
o n t h e m a t h e m a t i c a l t o o l k i t w e a r e b o m w i t h " . U r s u l a J e a k i n s

In a fascinating chapter entitled'Hand, Space and
Brain' he looks at research which suggests that what Millennial Child: Transforming Education in the
children do with their fingers really matters, since the Twenty-first Century by Eugene Schwartz,
way number is represented in our brains is related to the Anthroposophic Press sb 31 Opp $19.95.
neurological representations we form of our fingers. tu •

Butterworth looks at historical evidence from a The wnter of this book is an American. He is unhappy
variety of cultures, and reviews the different ways in condition of American youth. He believes that
which the fingers have been and still are used for nature of the education on offer to the majority of
counting and leaming to count. The finger counting American youngsters, in the country's public schools,
system up to 1,000,000 recorded by Bede in the serves them ill. In other words, the very mechanism-
seventh cenmry, for example (universal throughout which should be ensuring the mde health and
Europe at that time), involved movements including purposefulness of this and future generations—is
bending the fingers at the firstjoint for the units up to 5, faulty. Also, by implication, if the parents (and
and at the knuckle for units above 5—a degree offlexus taxpayers) who fund the schools and the teachers who
digiromm that most adults today would find difficult! ^hem are happy with the existing

The author relates the unusual symptom of finger arrangements,they shouldn't be. Schwartz offers them
agnosia (a lack of knowledge about the fingers) to the overseas readers) an alternative model of a
symptom of acalculia (an inability to use numbers). school—as a challenge to orthodoxy and a practicalHis clinical evidence includes the example of the remedy—the Waldorf school,
highly developed 'finger knowledge' of a Braille The premise of M/Z/cmim/C/i/W is that mainstream
reader, whose reading finger is represented by far more American education is based on a narrow, reductionist
brain-cells than their non-reading fingers. "What you view of child development. In simple terms, this view
do," he points out, not surprisingly, "shapes the way sees the child as a miniature adult, incipiently capable
your body is represented in your brain." of rational thought, justifiably aware of his/her

Butterworth's conclusions suggest that finger inherent sexual drives, and able to make and act upon
games, knitting and other handwork, and playing a independent judgments. Schooling, Schwartz argues,
musical instrument, can—by helping to expand the which does not distinguish between childhood and
representation of the fingers in the brain—lead to an adulthood, which 'wakes up' the child too early
improvement ofother functions ofthis part of the brain through an over-emphasis on rapid cognitive
(be they mathematical or otherwise). Steiner development, has unintended consequences in
educat ion: "wool ly" but wise? adolescence: sexual precoci ty and promiscui ty, and

The Mathematical Brain also looks at how patterns of aimlessness with episodes of violence,
individuals acquire expertise, in any given subject It nutst be admitted that Schwartz does not present
area. The author, whose findings touch poignantly on any systematic data supporting his contention about
the short life and solitary research of Indian the activity (and will-less inactivity) of American
mathematical genius, Ramanujen, finds the most youth. The a priori assumption is that there is a crisis,
significant factor to be what he calls 'refiective It is simply asserted that there is a major social problem
practice'. He repeatedly emphasises the fundamental with adolescent violence, some extreme instances of
importance of the deliberate and reflective nature of which have involved school buildings being destroyed
the learner's engagement with the subject—^thereisno and teachers murdered (the notorious incident at
emphasis on achieving standardised educational Columbine High School, Littleton, Colorado ismilestones at ever-earlier ages! I was reminded of M. flourished as a symbolic trump card). On this peg^s
Glockler and W. Goebel's comment about computer hung a general point about inappropriately developed
games: "In an atmosphere of sensationalism and and directed 'will forces' in young people. Other
excitement, all too often characterised by cynical possible causes of, predominantly, male violence, such
indifference and cruelty, quick reactions are certainly as confusion and fhistration arising from changing
stimulated, but at the expense of deeper reflection and gender roles, are not reviewed.

The first part of Millennial Child presents a detailed chemical imbalances, a physical basis to ADHD; the
critique of general trends of twentieth century behavioural school which sees, in the absence of
psychology, in an attempt better to understand current appropriate authority, a behavioural basis; the
thinking and practice. The author is particularly 'intrapsychic'school which sees, in disturbed feelings,
concerned with the lasting effects of some of Freud's an emotional basis; and the phenomenological school
thought. In trying to understand the mental distress of which sees, through a multiplicity of causes, an
middle and upper-niiddle class female patients, Freud individual (or existential) basis to the condition,
suggested a dualistic model of the human psyche: a Schwartz suggests that these differing approaches can
conscious part and an unconscious part. He surmised give some notion of the fourfold human being,
that instinctual sexual feelings (felt by the infant girl comprising Physical Body, Etheric Body, Astral Body
towards her father), if not gently 'owned' by her and Ego. The parallels are subtly drawn and, while
parents, would be repressed and stored in the some psychologists will inevitably remain bemused,
unconscious. If, in later life, the adult woman is treated the open-minded reader is given a clear enough picture
by her husband (and bourgeois society) as an to consider—with understanding—the new
asexualised object, then the pattern of repression will educational paradigm represented by the Waldorf
be reinforced, the conscious mind will sense its curriculum.
disconnectedness from an important component (i.e. a The third and final section of the book gives an
right sense of libido) and depression will ensue. In overview of life in a Waldorf school, much of which
retrospect, it can be argued that this psychology— must stem from the author's own experiences as a
whatever its 'truth'—has performed an essential teacher. It should be of particular interest to parents of
function in liberating women from the restrictions that Waldorf pupils, around the English-speaking world, in
surrounded them in the nineteenth century. But the search of a fleshed-out version of the curriculum. The
legacy ofthis psychology of'infantile sexuality'on the American orientation of several important subject
twentieth century has been, Schwartz argues, areas, such as in history, is unavoidable but this serves
p e r n i c i o u s . t o e m p h a s i s e t h e p o i n t t h a t t h e p r i n c i p l e s w h i c hIf the pre-puberty child is seen as being imbued with underlie the curriculum have to be brought to life in
strong, if latent, sexual drives, then the child is not an whichever cultural milieu they are applied. And
innocent. S/he partakes of the adult world from the doubtless the flavour of the curriculum-in-action at a
start. The sooner the child can be equipped with tools school on the west coast of America—with (say)
of reason and judgment to manage himAterself with a Chinese-, Korean-, and Vietnamese-American
quasi-adult sense of responsibility, when s/he becomes children on the roll—would be distinctly different to
physiologically potent at puberty, the better; for the that found in an east coast school. A striking feature,
likely consequences of parental (or magisterial) arising from Schwartz's presentation, is the emphasis
control of the adolescent's feeling life are the on doing activity rather than thinking activity. Doing—
repression and neurosis of the analysand. So the early whether building or knitting, acting or playing—
emphasis on literacy, numeracy and cognitive skills in involves the heart and cultivates the will of young
American schools is not so much driven by the children. The capability for clear and directed thinking
manpower requirements of a technological society (as is best developed in the teenage years,
a sociologist might argue) but rather by the need to help Millennial Child is a stimulating volume. At the
the youngsters protect themselves from themselves. least, any American public school teacher wishing to
And this is the cause of Schwartz's unhappiness—the deepen her own thinldng about pedagogy could obtain
system he, as an outsider, observes is designed to one or more refreshing draughts from this text; if all
produce fine young men and women, but it doesn't. American parents and citizens managed a chapter or
Indeed, it can't, because its view of the child is two off the Internet (pace the publisher's accountants),
mistaken. Childhood has been lost and must be so much the better. Transformation and renewal wil l be
regained. Or, put another way, the pre-lapserian signatures of the present century: a writer of
kingdom, where wonder, awe and delight reigned, penetration and heart, when he labours with his pen,
must be reinstated to allow its special atmosphere to makes a special contribution to this process,
s u f f u s e a l l p e d a g o g i c a l e n d e a v o u r s . T h e r e s h o u l d b e A n d r e w L l o y d
no hurry to decode the contents of the Tree of
K n o w l e d g e . A u t o b i o g r a p h y : C h a p t e r s i n t h e C o u r s e o f m y L i f e

The second, and shortest, part of Millennial Child 1861-1907 by Rudolf Steiner, Anthroposophic Press sb
introduces the anthroposophical view of the human 416pp£16.95.
being. In a book for the general reader, unacquainted
with Steiner's careful exposition in a treatise such as Given the demands on many Waldorf teachers' time, it
Theosophy, this is a tricky task. The author's approach might be thought a luxury to sink into an armchair with
is as follows. He takes the case of the paediatric an autobiography of Ais dimension. It is worth
condition Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder thinking again. Not only for the general reader but also
(ADHD), a significant issue in American society, and for the educationist, this work, though at times
looks at four major current psychological schools of demanding, is enlightening as well as being a good
thought conceming its causes. These are the read. Perhaps it is because Steiner was conscious that
biophysical school which sees, in dietary and/or he lived on more than one level that the incidents in his
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life, as well as his reflections on them, appear to have
that bit more than the personal significance that is
usually associated with autobiography—something in
the nature of 'parables of the heart'.

Thus, for the person interested in education in the
light of the 'science of the spirit', there are many topics
touched on that will set Waldorf bells ringing. Indeed,
the whole work is a campanile—from the pull-string
book through which Steiner spontaneously learnt to
read (17), to the teacher of geometry he met at age nine
(22), to the idea of the nature story (86), to the
educational value of descriptive characterisation as
distinct from conceptual 'definition' (92), to the nature
of picture thinking and its place in human development
(106, 253), to the value of lively reports (234), to the
insights into gender questions (96, 129, 357 n243), to
the importance of the teacher striving to become a
Weltmensch (242), to the significance of children's play
(75), to the use of colour stories in liberating colour
fi-om being shackled to the realistic (180), to the
inception of 'main-lesson' books (320 nl24), to fairy
tales (122), to the creative polarity of Apollonian /
Dionysian (172), to, to, to... These references (and they
are only a small selection to which 1 am making little
more than a mention)—come across as biographical
overtones that later sound forth from the great
symphony of Waldorf. But beneath the rich upper
partials, there are educational themes that boom
coptantly throughout the work, like a magnificentlyvoiced tenor bell wrought in some world-famous
foundry. First and foremost there is the subject of
education itself—its nature, and the fact that it is the
means by which (through tutoring) Steiner was able to
make ends meet in his student days. There is his
constant interest in the latest scientific inventions and
literary ideas—something which eventually singled
out the Waldorf curriculum firom all others. There is
Steiner's emerging perception—won through 30 years
of persistent inner work—of the threefold nature of the
human being and the principle of metamorphosis
which is intimately bound together with it. And
finally—finally in the slender fi*amework of this short
review—there are the dozens of references to Goethe
and the long journey that destiny offered Steiner as the
first significant companion, might one say, to
Goethean science, a core curriculum theme that would
benefit from still more discussion in Waldorf circles.

Without wishing to be sentimental over
synchronicity, one cannot help noticing that this
edition, in restoring the original number of chapters in
which the work first appeared as a serial (threescore
and ten) highlights the fact that it is an autobiography
which was broken off by Steiner's untimely death in
1925. (After the last chapter, the words 'to be
continued' were omitted.) At the same time it is
fortuitous that the narrative takes us to 1907, the year in
which his book The Education of the Child in the Light
ofAnthroposophy was first published.

To conclude with one last echo from the metaphor of
the campanile, this unique peal is even further
enhanced by over a hundred pages of annotations (a
quarter of the publication) written by the editor Paul

Allen. Informative without being obtrusive, they strike
exactly the right note.

B M .

The Challenge of the Will by Margret Meyerkort and
Rudi Lissau, Rudolf Steiner College Press sb 93pp
£ 9 . 9 5 .

The standard idea of a handbook is one that, like a
manual, tells the reader in clear terms what to do. Well
named, one might think: enable the reader to carry out
certain actions that will have guaranteed results. What
better way could there be of going about cleaning the
carburettor? But in education, subjects such as crafts
notwithstanding, an altogether deeper attitude towards
the life of will is necessary, an attitude that this book is
well qualified to engender. The authors have adopted a
compact style that combines sharp decisiveness with
open-armed freedom. They offer the finest cherries
from the cake of their rich life experience. The result is
far from being a handbook: they inspire the 'hand' of the
teacher / parent / carer to become a creative faculty. A
remarkable achievement.

The work assumes considerable knowledge of
anthroposophy. But it repays re-reading as one faces
the challenge of the will—both the will that comes
towards one fi'om the young child, as well as that most
illusive of all our faculties: the will within—that
faculty which is destined to become a co-creator.

B . M .

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E
Dear Editor,

Having read a recent issue of Steiner Education 1 amamazed at all the wonderful work that is going on
around the world. But 1 am wondering how Waldorf
education at the present moment can be promoted in
the less privileged areas of the world. In the Cape Flats
in the Western Cape there is a lot of gangsterism, drugs
and violence. 1 have played table tennis with young
people who live in crime-riddled areas. Some of themshow no emotions. They have not been taught
sensitivity and respect. 1 am sure that Waldorf
education would help to develop such vital qualities. 1
know that work is being done; 1 would like to see new
Waldorf schools opening in less privileged areas all
over the world. 1 have just finished matric and can't
help but wonder why 1 as a privileged person was
allowed Waldorf education while other disadvantaged
people were not.

Yours sincerely,
Christopher McEwan

Cape Town
South Africa

A list of World Associations of Waldorf Schools
was printed in the last issue

Vol 35 no. 1 and is being updated.

J. jM''-
EMERSON COLLEGE» W an international centre for adult education in East Sussex, England

Ful l t ime courses in 2001/2 Summer Cnurcac 9nni

Foundation Studies in Anthroposophy
SteinerA/Valdorf Teacher Training
Storytelling
Creative Writing
Intensive English
Spirit of English
Puppetry
Visual Arts

Sculpture
Biodynamic Agriculture Training
Orientation Programme for 18 - 21 year olds

Summer Courses 2001

Formdrawing & Goethean Observation
Storytelling in Organisations
Conference on Adult Education
Conference: Re-enlivening History
TheArtof Eurythmy
Biodynamic Agriculture & Gardening
Lifeways 2001: the art in living
The Tempest
Anthroposophical Nutrition
Intensive English Course
Poetry Otherwise
Storytelling Symposium
Astrology-Astrosophy: an introduction

For further information please contact:

Emerson College
Forest Row, East Sussex. RH18 5JX, England

Tel. +44 (0)1342 822238 Fax. +44 (0)1342 826055
mail@emerson.orq.ulc www.emerson.org.uk

DEKKER-SCHMANDT
EURYTHMY SCHOOL

FOUR YEAR TRAINING IN THE ART OF EURYTHMY

Now accepting applications for the full
training and the one year foundation in

eurythmy
New course begins September 18th, 2001

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

OSES, PO BOX 415, EAST GRINSTEAD,
W. SUSSEX RH18 5FT, ENGLAND

Tel-Dekker +441342 823198
Schmandt +441342 823517
F a x : + 4 4 1 3 4 2 8 2 4 8 5 7

e-mail: dsEurythmy(Syahoo.com

William Morris Camphill Community
CAMPHILL HOUSEPARENTS WANTED

We invite applications from people with an interest in living
and working with young aduits with speciai needs - mainly
intellectual disability, emotional disturbance and related
syndromes.

We would also like to hear from those who might wish to
join the long term carrying group, but who may not wish to
manage a house.

Work and life in a Camphill Community are not separate
departments: each of us can have many roles, which
requires us to work together to find the way.
We are near an established Waldorf school in an area rich
in anthroposophical activities.

Please apply to: The Admissions Group,
William Morris House, Eastington, Stonehouse,
Gios. GL10 3SH Tei: 01453 824025
e mall: wmhoffice@eastington.fsbusiness.co.uk
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F o u n d a t i o n Ye a r

Anrhroposophical Studies
and the Arts

W a l d o r f T e a c h e r
E d u c a t i o n

Preparation for Kindergarten.
Grades, and High School Teaching

B.A. and M.A. Option

A r t s P r o g r a m a n d
G o e t h e a n S t u d i e s

P r o g r a m

S a n F r a n q s c o
E x t e n s i o n P r o g r a m

in Waldorf Teacher Education

S u m m e r W o r k s h o p s

for Teachers and Parents

9 2 0 0 F a i r O a k s B o u l e v a r d
F a i r O a k s . C a l i f o r n i a 9 5 6 2 8

( N e a r S a c r a m e n t o )

( 9 1 6 ) 9 6 1 - 8 7 2 7
FAX (916) 961-8731

ParkAttwood Clinic

Anthroposophical Medical Treatment for
the Individual

Experience medical trcatmeni in ihc coniext of a healing, social
cnvironmcn! and in the beautiful Worcestershire countryside.

V Orthodox and anlhropostiphical medicine arc combined to provide
Ihc best possible residential and oui-paUcni treatment for a wide r.ince
of conditions.

Art. sculpture, euryihmy and ma.wage are integral to residential
treatment and available as out-patient therapies,

<• Individual financial discussions and funding advice are offered.
Visitors afternoons are once a month for those wishing to meet u.s and
experience what we offer.

Park.UiwondClinic, Trimptey.Bewdley, WorcsDYll IRE
Tel01299 861 444 FaxOl299 86I37S

E-mailBarkjUli!iouil(abtinUaiclj:om Silt IITrr;.ilu-H-„\patkatn>-ood.€i>m

School of
Mrtistic therapy

An integrated training
in art therapy
b a s e d o n

Anthroposophy

H i b c r n i a
C e n t r e f o r S c i e n c e a n d A r t
Lansdown, Stroud
G l o u c e s t e r s h i r e G L 5 1 H F
England
Tel; (44) (0)1453 751685
Fax: (44) (0)1453 757565

Wynsfones
Press

publishes original artists' greetings cards,
postcards and art-prints. There is a

selection of illustrated childrens' books
and educational resource books for
parents and teachers, including the

Kindergarten series: Spring. Summer.
Autumn. Winter. Spindrift and Gateways.

Wynstones Press also distributes a
large selection of Advent Calendars

Please note our new address:

Wynsfones Press
Ruskin Glass Centre, Wollaston Roatj, Amblecote
Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 4HF. England

Telephone. +44 (0) 1384 359393.
email info@wynstonespress.com

All items'are on view at:
www.wynstonespress.com

9îjiiphi(( CuRythni
Schoot

CuRyrhmy TR̂ Jniny cuichin CAiT>phi((
(Formerly; RingturxxJ-Boccon CuRtjrhmy SchooO

We offer the opportunity for students to train in the
healing art of eurythmy within the social-theropeuflc

setting of Botton Village (Camphill Village Trust).
Both ports of the school will unite in Botton in
September 2000 when a new course will stort.

Appl/cafions are now being taken

enquiries tor
Camphill Eurythmy School,

Shelling Community, Ashley, Ringwood,
Hampshire, BH24 2EB, England

Tel: +44(0)1425 482444 Fax: +44(0)1425 482445
email: CamphillEurythmy@Qol.com
we6; www.camphilleurythmy.org.uk

Tobi35
School af Art

Coombe H i l l Road
East Gr instead

R H I 9 4 L Z

0 1 3 4 2 - 3 1 3 6 5 5
t o b i a s a r t t g ' h o t m a n . p n m

O u r S u m m e r C o u r s e . s :

Sunday 8ih July 8pm to Saturday 14thJuly I2.15pm
Daniel Morcau. Water- the clement of life. A painting and drawing course exploring water in its relationship to
air and warmth.

Wednesday 11 th July 4pm to Saturday 14th July. 12.15pm
Making sense of what we sec (Part II) Renewal days for working an therapists.
Sunday ISihJulySpm to Saturday 21.stJu!y 12.15pm
Judith Handschin. Painting from your inner source. Painting as an individual proces.s leading to .self
awareness, using the painting therapy method ofhumanisi psychology.
Sunday l5lhJuly8pmtoSaiurday2lstJuly I2.l5pm
Dick Bruin. Artistic work in the Waldorf School. Painting with children of classes 6-9.
A course for teachers and interested parcni.s.
Tuition £175 per week (Renewal days £80). plus accommodation and meals. Further details from Tobias School of
A n .

We arc also running a two year pan lime arts foundation course, as well as an art therapy training, week-end
workshops and recreational courses. Our tutors arc available for work-shops at your school!
P l e a s e c o n t a c i u s . . . W e ' l l b e h a p p y t o h e l p

4 6 4 7



R Centor for Acluir EclucaNon in UJaldorf Toacher
Educnhon, Spiritual Deuglopment. and the PrK

Studies in:

Anthroposophy
'Oi Biodynamic Agriculture and Gardening in Education
^ Fainting, Performing Arts, Sculpture and Handwork
■Oi M.S.Ed, in Waldorf Elementary School Education

or Early Childhood Teacher Education

Evening and weekend lectures, workshops, and performances.
Tuition assistance and scholarship programs available.
Federal tax tuition credit for life-long learning programs.

Sunbrldge OilIegE
www.sunbridge.edu
(845) 4254)055, fas (645) 425-1413
285 Hungry Hollow Road, Spring Valley, NY 10977
Chartered by New York State Education Department

The Speech
S c h o o l

Poetry Drama Storytelling
Four year speech training,

leading to Goetheanum diploma.
A foundation for performing,

teaching, therapy.
One year foundation course for

summer school 9-13 July.

For applications and enquiries contact
The Speech School.

Percdur Centre for the Arts.
West Hoathly Road.

E a s i G r i n s i e a d R H 1 9 4 N F

Tel/Fa.\: 01342 321330

Email: crealivcspeech@ukonline.co.uk

htlp/www.ukonline.co.uk/creativespeech

A D V E R T I S I N G R A T E S

Quarter page £70 ($115)
Half page£115 ($185)

Whole page £230 ($345)
Ins ide back cove r i n co lou r

£285 ($480)

I n s i d e b a c k c o v e r
£250 ($400)

Back cover in colour
£415 ($690)

Please contact the advertising manager on
Tel: 01342 824564 (evenings)

Tel/Fax: 01342 313655 (daytime)

THE WALbORF COLLEGE PROJECT
CONTEMPORARY FURTHER EDUCATION

Project Based Learning
Multl Disciplinary Thematic Projects
integrated with Crafts and the Arts

Group and Individual Projects

Experiential Education
Practical <& Investigative Learning

A c c r e d i t a t i o n
Project work Is continually assessed
Accredited through Open College Network

EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION FOR AGE 16 to 19

Journeying as a Learning Experience
Networking the local and the global
Education in the community

P a r t i c i p a t i v e m a n a g e m e n t .
Students collaborate in management!

Sinai jourrtey 2001

For information on fees and enrolment please contact:

Alasdair Gordon (Co-ordinating tutor)
tel. (0044) 01453 840009 fax. (0044) 01453 840010
email, alasdair.gordonl@virgln.net
website. http ://www. anth. org. uk/college/

Waldorf College Project, Centre for Science and Art,
Lansdown Road, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 IBB UK
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W h o l e H e a l t h
Experience

anthroposophic therapies In action
at Weleda herb gardens, Shipley, Derbyshire, on Sunday 24th June 2001, lOam-Spm

can 0115 9446222 for ful l detai ls


